Impulse by Gundvaldson, Kate et al.

Dear 
alumni and friends 
A you will note in this Impulse, our interaction with 
alumn i  and indu try continue to expand. Thi interaction is 
important for our tudents as they pursue their degrees and 
as they eek internships and experience in their chosen 
a rea of intere t. This interaction a lso provides our faculty 
with the input they need to develop course content and 
practical problem olving experiences for our student . 
We appreciate the help and support of our alumni and 
industry friends. In this issue, you will see an impressive 
Ii ting of industries and individuals that have contributed to 
ou r College. It is gratifying to our faculty and students to 
se t h is dedicated support and how of confidence in our 
efforts. Thank you. 
The Crothers Engineering H all  renovation and addition 
project is continuing and we have the finances in place to proceed. The design­
builcl process will  be us d to accomplish the ta k. This means that we will select 
one firm or team of firms for all de ign and construction responsibilities. ince this 
is one of the fir t design-bu ild projects done by the tate of outh Dakota, we a re 
working with the tate engineer's office to develop the requests for letters of 
interest and bid documents. 
\1 e are pre ently soliciting your help and support in our efforts to equip our 
new and renovated laboratorie with u p-to-date equipment. Our departments have 
lists of needed equipment for their respective laboratories. Our alumn i  volunteers 
have develop cl a Class Challenge program to provide some friendly competition 
among classes. You will find furtl1er information about this program in thi issue. 
We have leveraged your monetary gifts and our state funds as match or seed 
money to upport our faculty as they develop propo als to funding agencie , such 
as the ational cience Foundation, or other private foundation . This is a very 
effective way to provide our students excellent laboratory experiences. 
We cannot over-emphasize the importance of our student experiences 
provided through internships and other work experiences. We are always open to 
your offers of int rnships for our tudents. It is not only an excellent educational 
and growth opportunity for them, it a lso i a way they can look at an industry or 
company for future employment. In addition, the companies they work for have 
the opportunity to ee if the individual will fit their need when they graduate. 
The next challenge will be to develop effective continuing education and 
distance education for our alumni and regional industries. We are looking at how 
to util ize the technology available within our resource constraints and encourage 
your input as we proceed. 
Duane Sander, P.E., Ph.D. 
Dean of Engineering 
Carrie Mattson, instructor in the Department 
of General Engineering and Technology, is 
familiar with the art of pipe organ tuning. 
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Go figur 
Tbough a majority of their lives center around 
teaching, research and service, many f acuity 
within the College of Engineering are known to 
have interests away from campus. While some of 
their hobbies relate directly to their professional 
world, others prefer to venture into different areas. 
i :,, 
d \ � h Foe example, they '"' u ed in ehe<ill try to •n•ly>e eell 0 , \ � , §.uctures, and in mathematic for finding the maximum and \ Ill � ·mum points on curves. Electrical engineers use them to . I und r nd electrical wiring network , while stati ticians are � m ere ted in them because they occur in probability. The -\.} i i numbers are important in printing, were used in Renai ance 
i Era painting , and have even been used to write music. 
Becau e the Fibona ci equence occurs in so many area , 
\ i Verner Hoggatt ,  Jr. , started the Fibonacci Association and journal in 1963. Bergum happened on the organization a few \ , years later. \� "My interest in the association was simply by accident," 'O, : J , Bergum said. "In 197 1 ,  I attended a mathematic conference where Dr. Hoggatt was pre enting a talk on the Fibonacci i equence," Bergum aid. "Within two months, I solved all the 
problems he presented at the conference. We ended up 
publishing everal paper together, and our familie became 
do e friends." 
att died in 1980, Ber um took over as editor. 
For nearly tw decades, G:::.>Bergum h 
of · slir time t an i: sociat� 'i'mbers. 
Beqj\. 1m, head of t lj Computer c�nce D , rtme,t ,  is a 
member of the Fibonacci Association, and ha been the 
primary editor of 7be Fibonacci Q11c111er�yjo11rnal since 1 980, 
as well a the proceedings of the International Research 
Conference on Fibonacci umber and Their Applications 
from 1984 to 1996. 
to do t a or nl one year, ee< 
idn't thin a a good e ugl iemattc1an t 
d1or," B un a�d. "But I und OL tljlt you j 
ge� long wn pe9f->le who are v · g t<J referee pap 
The Fibonacci equence was developed by a 13th century 
Italian mathematician.  In the series, each number after the 
second is the sum of the two number proceeding it: 1 .  1, 2, 3, 
5, 8. 1 3, 2 1 ,  etc. According to Bergum, the number occur in 
every area of science, such as chemistry, physics, engineering 
and mathematics. 
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In fact, over the years, Bergum grew to enjoy hi role with 
the journal, e pecially his contact with new writers. "As editor 
I alway had compa ion for anicles submitted by high school 
and college student , and new Ph. D.s. I think most editor are 
that way with new and young author ," Bergum said. ··1 also 
helped foreign authors rewrite articles so that they were easily 
read in English, which was an enjoyable experience, too. It all 
led to many friendships and good publi heel papers:· 
m , after eighteen years, Bergum is stepping down as 
editor. though he will maintain his membership with the 
Fibonacci Association. 
"A new editor has been cho en," Bergum said. "I gave 
up the editorship so I could spend more time with my 
family." Bergum's family consists of ten children, several 
grandchildren, and even a few great grandchildren, who 
live both nearby and around the country. 
Even though editing the journal did occupy a great 
amount of his free time, Bergum has mixed feelings about 
surrendering his position. 
"The editorship brought wonderful opportunities for 
travel," said Bergum, who visited Europe four tin1es. The 
first time he spent eight weeks with his wife, Shirley, 
visiting Greece on the Island of Cyprus and six other 
countries. He said, ''I'll miss being editor because of the 
numerous contacts and friendships I've built. But I'll 
appreciate having more time for myself and my family." 
"There are a couple of approaches," Mattson said. 
"You can tune one rank to the next rank, you can tune 
octave to octave, or you can tune using complimentary 
pitches within the same octave. It's really quite easy. The 
length of the pipe determines the pitch. Each pipe has a 
different configuration. Some have hats, some have reeds, 
some have sleeve . light changes in the e change the 
length of the pipe and the pitch." 
Though he finds tuning a relatively uncomplicated 
task, Mattson admits that there are times when it can be 
frustrating-and dirty. "Sometime there are pipe that just 
won't speak," Matt on said. "It's u ually due to a build-up 
of flies or dirt or dust. Then you have to tip the pipe over 
and blow it out. Sometime the electronic relays or 
actuator are bad. n 
In addition to having the muscle to handle the pipes 
in the ca e of grime or insects, Matt on recommends 
another important "tool" when tuning an organ: a general 
understanding of music. 
"Anyone with a music background can do it," said 
Mattson, who over the years, ha played piano, flute, 
bassoon and trombone. "Mo tly you have to be able to 
understand harmonics, and be able to hear beats. The 
sound wave length represent the pitch. As the pipe 
length changes, the wave length changes and therefore 
the pitch changes. If two pipes that are upposed to be 
the ame pitch aren't, the harmonics partially cancel, 
causing a perceptible beat. The faster the beat, the farther 
it is out of tune. As it gets slower, you know it is getting 
more in tune." 
A a college student, Mattson put her tuning skills to 
the re t, along ide her father, during a major project in 
her hometown. 
-...._ � "I helped my dad restore a turn of the century theater '' organ back in Ironwood, that was used for silen� movies. 
The sound of music 
Though her profe ional life focuse on the technical, 
Carrie Matt on can find a relaxing, musical escape, if 
there's a pipe organ nearby. 
Mattson, an Ironwood, Michigan, native, and in tructor 
in the Depanment of General Engineering and 
Engineering Technology, i familiar with the art of pipe 
organ tuning. It"s a skill passed to her and her twin si1?ter, 
, heri, by their fat11er, a math and physics teacher. 
"Thi has been my dad's hobby for many year ," 
Matt on said. "But you really need two people to tune an 
organ: one to hold down the keys, and the other to 
actually tune each pipe. So w starred helping him when 
we were kids, around ten or o. One of u always went 
with him." 
Through the years, Matt on picked up everal 
different tuning techniques from her father. 
It's quite old, and it wa neglected. But it i o neat 
becau e it ha many pecial effects uch a drums, 
symbols, and a xylophone," Mattson said. "All the 
electronic contacts had to be redone. Each key had a relay 
for each et of pipes and all of them-thousands-had to 
be resoldered. Tuning the organ was really tricky, too, 
because the chamber wa two stories above the stage. 
We had to crawl and climb between pipe , the wind chest, 
and upport tructure . Eve1ything was covered with coal 
du t, and many of the pipe were bent. It took a good 
year to complete, and now they still use that organ 
when they have special silent movie showings and 
organ concerts." 
Mattson has tuned solo a few time , a well, mo t 
recently for a chapel in Michigan where she worked 
before coming to D . Though at times the project can 
prove a bit monotonou , he till finds organ tuning a 
fulfilling pastime. 
"It is an interesting hobby. It can be tedious going 
from pipe to pipe to pipe, but it can be relaxing, too," 
Mattson said. '"Mo tly. it' rewarding to take a pipe organ 
that sound o awful and make it ound o different and 
so good. Organists are always really grateful. It's satisfying 
that way."' CONTI D EXT PAGE 
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enthusiasts 
Dean of duct tape 
It's strong, handy in emergencies, and has a pleasing gray 
color. It's also the tool of choice for Duane Sander, dean of 
the College of Engineering. 
It's duct tape. That durable, adhesive cloth, that, thanks 
to the likes of Red Green has become as common a a 
hammer and nails for many "fixer-uppers." ander himself, 
who Ii ts renovating the old and fixing the broken as life­
long interests, is never far from a roll of "the handyman' 
secret weapon." 
"I like the challenge of making older things, like cars 
and houses, look nice and useful again," Sander aid. "I've 
alway liked to fix things, which is probably how I ended up 
as an engineer. I have a curiosity about how things work, 
and how to repair them." 
It just so happens, that duct tape not only can make 
some things useful again, it can do so ve1y quickly, though it 
doesn't do much for aesthetics. That may be why Sander has 
trouble keeping his supply well-stocked. 
"Spare the duct tape, �pail the job'' 
-Red Green 
"Duct tape has been my favorite construction and repair 
material for years," he said. "But my supply is always 
disappearing. I think maybe my wife is hiding it." 
Sander's duct tape reputation not only prompts his wife, 
Phyllis, to hide the super-sticky eye sore, she usually makes 
ure that a supervisor is on hand during her husband's 
household fix-ups. 
"We've done a lot of remodeling on our home in 
Brooking over the years," Sander said. "But my wife 
makes sure that someone helps me, so I don't have to use 
any duct tape." 
ander did have a few spare moments to himself during 
a vacation home remodeling project recently, and was able 
to make good use of his duct tape. 
"We've been renovating and remodeling a home in Lead 
to make into a family retreat," he said. "In the process, I've 
used duct tape for various tasks, like making storm windows 
with clear plastic and repairing an iron railing." 
But antler doesn't limit his duct tape use to his 
household repairs. He has found that it's just as handy for 
small repairs on vehicles of all varieties. 
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"One time I 
used duct tape to 
seal some rust spots 
in the trunk of my 
car," he said, "It 
helped keep the 
things inside from 
getting wet as T 
drove down the 
road." 
Sander, who 
used duct tape to 
hang table skirting 
at the recent Sons 
of orway 
convention, and 
finds it a perfect 
end dressing for 
fraying ropes, 
appreciates all its 
qualities from its 
strength, to its 
adhe iveness, to its 
color. But there i 
one thing that he 
believes sets duct 
tape apart from all other tapes. "I think the best thing about 
it is that you don't need to mess with a tape dispenser," 
Sander said. "It just tears so easiJy." 
When he isn't able to strap duct tape around his home, 
or onto his cars, Sander can stay up-to-date on all the latest 
duct tape happenings, by surfing the Internet. Some favorite 
sites include: 
www.ducttape.com 
www.thesanjuans.com/ducttape 
http:l /204.255.212.10/-jthorsse/duct.html 
www.redgreen.com 
www.zoomnet.net 
('It's amazing what you 
can accomplish with a little 
imagination and a wad 
of duct tape. ''-Red Green 
Education doesn )t happen in a vacuum. 
Knowing this, the College of Engineering actiue�v seeks out relationships with 
businesses and other institutions that can assist in providing its students iuith the 
most practical, current, and thorough education possible. A few of the entities 
helping SDSU to do this are Daktronics. Sencore, Northu•estern Public Service, 
and Lake Area Technical Institute. 
DaBuilding . l 
R�. ucatzona elations hips 
Daktronics 
Founded by Aelred Kurtenbach, a former engineering faculty 
member, the Brookings-based Daktronics sets the standard when it 
comes to working cooperatively wid1 d1e College of Engineering. 
The company hosts a luncheon for SDSU faculty members each 
year, and its employees regularly serve as guest lecturers in SDSU 
classes related to their areas of expertise. The relation hip involve 
an ongoing exchange of resources, said Lew Brown, associate 
professor and head of me Electrical Engineering Department. 
"We've had a ve1y close relationship with Daktronics for a long 
time," Brown said. "We're always interested in meir information on 
analog and digital electronics design, and d1ey're anxious to see us 
incorporate some of that information into our courses. While we 
don't pander to any company's specific needs we find mere are a 
lot of practical applications of d1e fundamentals we teach 
where we can use some of the tools companies like 
Daktronics might use." 
Perhaps me most extensive cooperation between 
SDSU and Daktronics comes in me form of the company's 
internship and co-op programs, which provide both 
part-time employment and hands-on education for 
SDSU students. 
An ideal situation for Daktronics is to bring a student 
on board during his or her ophomore year of college, 
said Jim Morgan, engineering manager. Then, depending 
on the student's major, he or she progresses from 
working in me plant to performing customer se1vice or 
design functions, gradually learning 
more about d1e products and taking on 
more responsibility. 
"It's an evolution," Morgan said. "We start 
from square one with ophomore students, 
and by d1e time they graduate d1ey're doing 
ve1y good things for us. The students are an 
impottant pa1t of  our staff here." 
Morgan see benefits for bod1 SDSU 
students and Daktronics. "It's a win-win," 
he said. "They have a lot of good 
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE 
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experience to put on their re umes, and 
they're gening paid to get some 
additional education. rather than paying 
for it. As for Daktronic , we inve t in 
their training, but we get an excellent 
return on that investment." 
Another benefit for ome tudent is 
the possibility of permanent employment 
after graduation. W hile Daktronics 
cannot hire every sn1dent who works 
for the company, Morgan said, it has a 
long tradition of employing D 
engineering alumni. 
"The majority of our technical 
people are DS grads, so that's been 
an important re ource for us," he said. 
"Obviously, if we hire two tudents who 
have already worked here three or four 
years, they know Daktronics quite well 
and we know them quite well. Both 
partie are ready to continue and build 
on that relationship and experience." 
Northwestern 
Public Service 
Many people think of this company with 
offices in Huron a a utility. Through a 
do er relation hip with D 
orthwestern Public ervice is letting 
tudents and the public know that they 
are much more. 
"We're actually a diversified ervice 
company," said Kathy Struck, manager 
of Human Resource . "We provide 
excellent opportunities for our 
employee , and we're always looking for 
good people to hire. We hope to open 
students' eye to that." 
01thwe tern did ju t that la t 
spring by inviting a group of fa ulty and 
students to the plant for tour and 
pr entation . In revi wing the 
pr entation , one tudent in the 
eminar in power y tern taught by 
teve Hietpas summed up the feeling of 
many by writing, "I had no idea that 
NWPS i as large and diver e as it is." 
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•Northwestern 
Public 
Service 
In addition to trading tours, 
orthwestern and DS have et several 
goals, said Virgil Ellerbruch, assistant 
dean of the College. Members of a joint 
comminee hope to plan workshops for 
orthwestern employees conducted by 
SDSU faculty members, to involve 
orthwestern employee in D U 
academic activities, and to deploy 
orthwe tern resources in support of 
SDSU students through avenue ranging 
from scholar hip to internships. 
In the pa t, orthwestern has hired 
SD U graduates and employed SDSU 
tudents as interns. However, there has 
been no ongoing internship or co-op 
program. Curt Pohl, manager of Gas 
Operation , hope to ee a formal 
program soon. 
"It all boils down to the fact that, a 
a company, we want the most talented 
p ople working for us," Pohl said. "In 
order to be competitive in the 
marketplace and get the people we 
want, we have to constantly keep 
working on it. That's why we want to 
keep a pipeline open b tween ourselves 
and D 
W hether or not intern hip and 
other temporary employment 
opporturnu lead to permanent 
po itions they benefit the tudents who 
xperience them, Ell rbruch said. 
"It makes the College stronger 
simply becau e it make the students 
more aware of the practical aspects of 
their education," he aid. "They have 
Above: Kory Kludt, junior, and Rachel Quam, 
sophomore, work together on a mapping project 
while at NWPS. Both find working at NWPS 
during the summer is a great experience for 
their futures in engineering. 
that link to the real-life applications of 
the theories they're studying." 
Ellerbruch credits DSU faculty 
member , such as teve Hietpas in 
electrical engineering and Alex Moutso­
glou in mechanical engineering, with 
making the "win-win" program work. 
"It' a two-way street," Ellerbruch 
aid. "Our faculty and tudent better 
understand the industry, and the 
industry better understands the College 
and what we're trying to do. It also 
help us better fulfill our mission as a 
land-grant univer ity. We can interact 
with them, and projects will develop 
that fall into the areas of research, 
service and extension." 
Lake Area 
Technical Institute 
While the College has a long hi tory 
of cooperation with industry and 
bu ines it i e panding into other typ 
of r latio hip , a well. A joint proje t 
with Lake Area Techni al In titute in 
Watert n provide one e ample f the 
potential for D to interact with other 
in titution of higher education, not only 
with re pect to education, but also in 
the area of applied research. 
Dennis Helder, director of 
Engineering Research at SDSU, has been 
working for about two years with LATI 
students and faculty on a project to get 
Federal Aviation Administration 
certification to fly aircraft powered with 
an ethanol-based fuel rather than 
aviation gasoline. Earning that 
certification requires careful 
documentation of information garnered 
from 500 hours of flight testing an 
ethanol-powered aircraft. 
SD U and LATI students and faculty 
members have completed more than 400 
of those hours already, in addition to a 
bout 1 00 hours of experimentation 
unde11aken prior to the FFA study. 
"We have a formal agreement with 
LATI on this project to use their facilities 
and personnel for a modest fee," Helder 
said. "They benefit from exposure to 
applied research, development of new 
technology, and the FAA certification 
process, and we benefit from their 
experience in aircraft maintenance. 
Through our combined efforts, we have 
been able to solve many problems much 
more quickly and efficiently. All project 
members have participated in all aspect 
of the project from data analysis tl1rough 
aircraft maintenance. This has made the 
project not only more produ tive, but 
also more enjoyable, since eve1yone has 
contributed at all level ." 
The project, which may eventually 
lead to the development of a new 
product, has numerous benefits in area 
TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 
from aviation to agriculture, Helder said. 
Involvement in such a practical 
undertaking provides excellent hands-on 
experience for DSU students, who have 
worked on the plane's systems for heat 
transfer, induction, and engine cooling, 
and supplied information on their 
findings. Helder himself was responsible 
for interfacing twenty- ix sen ors to the 
plane's engine and airframe, which 
monitor information ranging from 
cylinder temperature and fuel flow to 
aircraft altitude and airspeed. 
Essentially, SDS 's engineering 
expertise allows for efficient and 
complete collection of information, said 
Greg Klein, airframe and power plant 
instructor at LATI. 
"All of the sensors are interfaced 
with a computer, so every time we fly 
that plane, all of the information from 
those twenty-six sensors goes directly 
into the computer," Klein said. "That 
information is the field data the FAA will 
use to approve using et11anol in aircraft." 
LATI students are deeply involved in 
the project tllrough conducting annual 
inspections and un cheduled 
maintenance. Test flights have provided 
bonu experience for several of them, 
Klein said. "They have been able to go 
on as required flight er w members for 
data collection," he aid. "That's a nice 
experience for th m, because a lot of 
time there is a brick wall between 
pilots and maintenance technicians, and 
this brings down those barriers. They get 
Left: Jim Behnke, Dennis Helder, and Greg Klein 
with their ethanol-powered aircraft, which is 
hangared in Watertown and maintained and 
inspected by LATI staff. 
Right: LATI students in front of the plane, (from 
left) Chad Solberg, Preston Bowar, James 
Sichmeller, Brian Penning, and Jerome Sveegen. 
to see first-hand how the aircraft is 
affected by the changes they make." 
The joint project breaks down 
another wall by allowing students from 
both schools to experience cooperation 
between engineers and technicians. "A 
lot of times in industry the engineering 
department will work on something and 
encl it clown to manufacturing without 
any real communication," Klein said. 
"With this project, we're out there 
together, working hand-in-hand." 
Sen core 
A newer relationship is the one 
SDSU is developing with Sencore, a 
Sioux Falls-based manufacturer of 
electronic re t equipment. 
"Sencore approached us more than 
a year ago and said they'd like to have a 
close working relation hip with SDS ," 
Lew Brown aid. '·Since then, we ve 
been meeting and talking and looking 
for way we might help each other. 
One a pect of that is weparing students 
to leave here and be employed at 
Sencore when they graduate. Another is 
CO TI UED EXT PAGE 
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to look at ways we might be more 
sensitive to some of their technical and 
educational needs." 
One of the tated goal is to 
develop a formal intern hip and co-op 
program with encore, with its obvious 
benefit: to both 
parties. "It's 
terrific," Brown 
said. "Our 
student. get 
hands-on 
technical 
experience and a 
chance to 
find out what it's 
like to be an 
engineer. At the 
ame time, 
encore gets a 
chance to preview 
an upcoming 
graduate. It's 
really a benefit to 
both student and 
employer." 
, encore al o 
wants to become 
thoroughly 
familiar with 
SDS ' course 
offerings and 
provide input 
when possible, 
aid Dana 
involved with 
OS faculty in 
establishing the 
curriculum," 
achreiner aid. 
'' aturaUy, we 
want it to b nefit us, but we al o 
und r tand that it ha to serve all 
also 
8 
educate students about employment 
opportunitie . Con idering the current 
critical shortage of electrical engineers, 
getting to quality stud nts before they 
graduate could be crucial to a company 
looking for employees, achreiner said. 
SD and Sencore also hope to 
work together on continuing education 
opportunities for engineers, perhap 
through the creation of a ioux Falls 
master's degree program for engineer 
employed at the various technology 
companies in the area. 
"We do a lot of recruiting around 
the country, and one of the questions 
we always get is 'What typ of 
educational opportunities are there in 
ioux Falls?'" said Garret Caner, national 
ales manager for encore' 
Communications Division. '·We'd 
eventually like to use encore as a hub 
location and make clas e · available to 
other companie through D 
The fir t step toward incre-.ised 
educational opportunities came this 
summer, with Brown teaching a course 
in Digital ignal Processing to encore 
employees right on the company' 
campus. Employee re pon e wa 
enthusiastic, achreiner aid. 
"We engineering peopl alwa 
n d to b 1 min n t chnolo and 
r fre hing our ba ·ic kill , he aid. ft' 
nice o have a ur ust0mize to the 
need of our employees, and it' 
exceptionally convenient to the 
working person to have the class right 
at the workplace." 
Brown found teaching the class to 
be a beneficial new opportunity. 'Tm 
learning more about their technical 
ne ds in thi area of electrical 
engineering, and I'm getting a much 
better feel for the problem. they have 
and the re ources they u e," he aid. "I 
can bring that information back and use 
it in the cla sroorn here with the 
student in our program." 
Another long-term goal of the 
SD I encore relationship involves 
developing DSU's expertise in the area 
of rapid prototyping, a relatively new 
technology used by encore and some 
other area technology companie . 
Above: Sencore's AT970 and AT951 R provide 
affordable answers for facilities looking for a reliable 
ATSC signal source for repeatable test signals. 
College of Engineering faculty (top to bottom): Virgil 
Ellerbruch, assistant dean and professor of electrical 
engineering; Lewis Brown, associate professor and 
head of electrical engineering; and Dennis Helder, 
associate professor of electrical engineering and 
director of research. 
Energy Conversion Laboratory 
prepares for renovation 
As faculty prepare for changes that will come about as 
Crothers Engineering Hall undergoes significant renovation 
including the new building addition, the Energy Conversion 
Laborato1y moves closer to its own renovation. 
Driven by the changing emphasis in the power program, 
the evolving technology in the electrical indusny, and less 
space in which to house equipment, Steven Hietpas, associate 
professor of Electrical Engineering, is reviewing what pieces of 
the original energy lab can be 
moved to the third floor of the 
proposed new addition, as 
well as designing the new 
r?-��;:,..::..:::: :!��!11!'11111 laboratory layout and lab 
benches. 
The original lab, designed 
and completed for instruction 
in the fall of 1957, was based 
on the philosophies of Dr. 
Kenneth Lindley and Dr. Junis 
Starry, that it should emulate 
what students will actually 
encounter in industry. Lindley, 
who developed the machine 
layout of the lab (a typical 
machine set is shown in the photograph at right), taught at 
SDSU for several years and is now living in ew York. Stony, 
former dean of the College and a profe sor emeritus of 
engineering, designed the power di n·ibution board ( hown in 
the photograph at left). 
"Most of the equipment i too large to move, although 
we'll Likely be able to take many of the smaller machines," 
Hietpas aid. "The approach being taken in the new design is 
to have the disn·ibution located locally at each bench rather 
than the central di tribution used in the current lab. We'll  
mount motor/generator sets on rails with ca ters that wil l  be 
easily moved under the bench for the students to make their 
final 
connections. 
The new 
approach 
al lows for 
greater 
versatility in lab 
exercises as 
well as for 
greater ease in 
adapting to 
future 
technologie . "  Left: The distribution board for delivering power t o  the Jab's 
equipment. Above: A typical motor/generator set mounted on 
a formidable concrete block. 
H ietpas takes over leadership of CPSS 
Steve Hietpas, associate professor in the Depa1tment of 
Electrical Engineering, has been named coordinator of the 
Center for Power System Studies (CPSS), replacing Wayne 
Knabach, who served as CPS coordinator for twenty-five 
years. Hietpas assumed his duties January 1 .  
"The record of one of the earliest and long-standing 
marriages between SDSU and indust1y belongs to the Center 
for Power System Studies and the electric industry," said 
Knabach, retired professor emeritus of electrical engineering, 
who is now fully retired after emi-retiring in 1 995. 
The CP S, which has grown from six ful l  members at its 
inception, to ten fu l l  and seventeen associate members today, 
represents virtually every company in the state and region 
dealing with power delivery. The Center was established at 
SDSU by the South Dakota Board of Regents in 1968 to address 
a shortage of industry engineers, and to provide scholarships to 
students with an interest in the power industry. 
"Presently the member companies support the University 
to the tune of approximately $25,000 each year," said Lew 
Brown, associate professor and head of the Department of 
Electrical Engineering. "The bulk of that money goes toward 
scholarships, student projects and field trips. The Center's 
primary purpose is to support students." 
"My day-to-day responsibil ities include administrative 
duties such as budget and committee work, as well as planning 
special activities for the organization and students. I have 
already enjoyed very much the interaction with botl1 students 
and the 
electrical 
industry tl1at 
this position 
provides," 
said H ietpas. 
For 
more 
information 
on the 
Center for 
Power 
Systems Studies, contact Steve H ietpas at (605) 688-4419, 
or see the CP S website at: 
http://www.engineering.sdstate.edu/-CPSS/ 
Above, from left: Steve Hietpas, Wayne Knabach, and Junis Sterry. 
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Economic 
Development 
center incubates businesses 
Fledgling companies are a bit like baby bird -sometimes all 
they need to succeed is a little incubation. 
That philosophy spurred repre entatives of everal 
Brookings area bu ine es and DS to create the Ron Reed 
Economic Development Center in 1 986. After more than a 
decade of small business support, many of them involving 
niversity-related businesses the only outh Dakota incubator 
registered with the ational Busines Incubator Association is a 
ource of pride and prosperity for the Brookings area. 
Incubation is an apt de cription of the service the Center 
provide , said Donald A. Patrick, executive director of the 
Brookings Economic Development Corporation. 
"It's been nationally identified that many high-tech 
companies do not survive because of a lack of assistance in 
the early days of their development. Those companies that 
graduate from incubators have a success rate nearly twice as 
good as those that don't," Patrick said. "The vision in the Ron 
Reed Economic Development Center was to provide space and 
assistance for worthy companies to help them get their start. 
By providing the use of busine s machines, secretarial services, 
and low rental rate in the early period of tenancy, we give a 
new company the opportunity to use its limited resources to 
develop its products rather than imply to pay rent." 
The founders of the Center hoped that an incubator would 
increase employment opportunitie in Brooking, said Mike 
Kabris, general manager for Quality Tool in Brookings. Along 
with Brookings area businessmen Ron Reed, Roger Prunty, and 
Ron Einspahr, and former dean of the SD U College of 
Engineering Ernest Buckley, Kabri attended a conference in 
Denver to explore the po sibility of creating an incubator in 
Brooking . After that experience and numerous discussion , 
the group decided to open the Center for start-up companie 
with a succe sful busine plan, an intent to employ others, 
and a goal of graduating in three years. 
"The intent was to give businesses a nmning tart, with 
hopes that they would then graduate to some other buildings 
in the Brookings area and continue providing employment," 
Kabris said. "At the time, we really needed more employment 
opportunities in Brookings." 
While tl1e unemployment rate has dropped since the 
Center opened, the need to support new companies, 
particularly tho e with a technology focu , has not. Patrick 
does not expect that Brookings will ever run out of new 
business plans. 
"We are in a nice situation from the standpoint of 
developing technology because of tl1e niversity," he aid. "We 
have a lot of fertile minds in the community to develop new 
companies, and we can be thankful for that." 
SD has long been a major player in tl1e Center's 
development. Former engineering faculty member Aelred 
Kurtenbach, co-founder and president of Daktronics, was 
among the original members of the Brooking Economic 
Development Council Board of Directors. Both Duane ander, 
clean of the College of Engineering, and Paul Koep ell, 
professor emeritu of mechanical engineering, are charter 
members of the Brooking Economic Development Council 
Board of Directors. 
"That's a lot of years dedicated to making sure the 
project is successful ,"  Patrick said. ··1 really appreciate the 
support I get from the niversity." 
All three companies currently in the incubator have ties 
to DSU, as well .  Two of them. Biogenetic ervices and 
Identity Genetics, Inc., are preparing to graduate and move 
into the Brookings MultiPlex Research and Technology 
Center this fa l l .  Both were founded by Alex Kahler, adjunct 
professor of plant science at SOS . 
A third company, Midwest Micro-Tek, employs several 
SDSU engineering graduates in the design and manufacture 
of embedded microcontrols and microprocessor boards. 
Midwest Micro-Tek will expand when the D A companies 
move out, but there will st ill be space for newcomers. 
While the Center's benefits are clearest for the 
companies it incubates, Patrick said, its positive influence is 
actually much broader. 
"We have fostered some new technology in Brookings 
that is now employing approximately fifty individuals and 
establishing new technological bases in our community," he 
said. "At this time, the payroll generated from the Economic 
Development Center approaches $900,000 per year and 
permits University graduates to be gainfully employed in 
Brookings, rather than moving to states far away, where 
technology has traditionally been more active. It's one of our 
efforts to minimize the 'brain drain· we've seen for many 
years in South Dakota. Also, as we provide facilities for these 
companies to graduate into in our community, we assure the 
continuation of that technology here in Brookings, so we 
have a long-term effect from a relatively small investment at 
the start . " 
Top: Alexander Kahler, a lab technician, loads gels at Biogenetic Services, Inc. 
Biogenetic Services is one of the small businesses lined up to move into the 
Brookings Multiplex Research and Technology Center. 
Opposite: Midwest Micro-Tek employs several SDSU engineering graduates in its 
design and manufacture of embedded microcontrols and microprocessor boards. 
Pictured at left is John Nilles, an SDSU engineering student. 
Dy�(f�� &ngs expansion 
A Minnesota company's expansion into 
Brookings will bring with it new 
employment opportunities for SDSU 
computer science graduates, and will 
make available numerous internships for 
current students. 
DynaMark, a subsidiary of Fair, Isaac 
and Company, Inc., opened a Brookings 
branch this summer, serving as an 
extension of the company's headquarters 
in St. Paul. Eventually, as many as fifty 
people will be employed at the Brookings 
facility. The company will also establish a 
satellite office at Dakota State University 
in Madison, that will emphasize tudent 
employment and internship opportunities, 
and will aid students in developing job 
skills that are in demand at DynaMark and 
other technology-oriented businesses. 
Founded in 1985, DynaMark 
processes, develops and manages 
marketing databases for industries 
engaged in direct marketing. The 
company offers direct marketers a full 
range of products and services. 
Gerald Bergum, head of the 
Department of Computer Science, said 
DynaMark's proximity to SDSU and DSU 
will be beneficial to the company as well 
as to students and graduates. 
"DynaMark wants to establish a 
strong relationship with SDSU and DSU in 
order to acquire well-trained interns and 
employees," Bergum said, "and the 
company, in tum, will offer competitive 
salaries for this area." 
According to company officials, 
DynaMark based its decision to expand 
into outh Dakota on the state's favorable 
business climate and the strength of the 
local labor market, which includes a high 
concentration of technical professionals. 
"We are delighted to bring DynaMark 
to South Dakota. The favorable business 
climate and local work ethic make this an 
attractive area for expansion," said Ken 
Rapp, company president. "As a fast­
growth company, we are also attracted by 
the strength of the local labor market and 
availability of skilled technical workers, 
which are critical to DynaMark, but 
increasingly difficult to come by in the 
Twin Cities and surrounding areas. In 
addition, the communities have 
demonstrated a commitment to partnering 
with DynaMark in some creative ways that 
should benefit all parties involved." 
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Six prom inent engineers received recognition 
at the 1998 Distingu ished Engineers Banquet 
held February 20 at SDSU. 
Jerome]. Lohr, Den ni Little, and Richard 
Bell received the honor of Distinguished 
Engineer. Vernon R. Schaefer was named 
Researcher of the Year. Charles P. Remu nd 
and David Galipeau were recogn ized with 
Entrepreneu r of the Year awards. 
1 998 Distinguished Engineers 
Jerome ). Lohr 
a Raymond native, graduated from Clark County High , chool and 
received his bachelor's degree from SOS in 1 958 and his master's 
degree from tanford niversity in 1 959, completing al l  course work 
in civil engineering. 
As an Air Force Captain, Lohr was a research scientist at the 
!'\ASA AJnes Research Center for four years. 
In the late 1960 ', Lohr began an extensive investigation of grape­
growing regions throughout California. The J. Lohr Winery was 
e tablished in 19 4 and is now recognized within the wine making 
indu try as a leader in the use of night harvesting, field pressing, and 
ultra fi ltration. Lohr is president of the J .  Lohr Winery and J. Lohr 
Properties in San Jose, California. He chairs the ational Wine 
Coalition in Washington, D.C.,  and is past chair and current budget 
committee and board member of the California Wine In titute, a trade 
organization for all California winerie . He is also the national chair 
of D 's Visions for the Future campaign. 
Richard Bell 
graduated from Hecla High School in 1965. He received hi 
bachelor's degree in 1970 and his master's degree in 1971, 
botl1 in civil engineering from SDSU. 
He was active in the Department of Environmental Health 
Engineering in the U.S.  Army from 1970 to 1974 and has been 
with HDR Engineering Inc. in Omaha, ebraska, since 1974. 
Currently the president, chairman and chief executive 
officer of the firm, Bell is responsible for directing a 
professional engineering consulting enterprise with more 
than 1,200 employees and a 1998 projected gross revenue of 
$ 1 53 million. 
Dennis Little 
graduated from Brookings High School in 1961 and received 
his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from SDSU 
in 1965. 
He joined General Electric Aircraft Engines (GEAE) in the 
Engineering Training Program. Currently, Little is corporate 
vice president and general manager of GE Aircraft Engines 
Milita1y Engines Operation, a $2.3 billion business supplying 
gas turbine engines for the world military market. 
Entrepreneurs of the Year 
An instructor and advisor of thermodynamics and thermal 
systems at SDSU, Charles P. Remund has been and continues 
to be active in research and scholarly activity involving 
industries, utilities, universities, on-campus associations and 
agencies at the state, regional and national levels. He enjoys 
encouraging students as independent learners to explore and 
excel in life by integrating them directly into educational and 
occupational experiences. 
Remund's work began with graduate studies at the 
University of Nebraska and recently expanded to include a 
complete SDSU Northern Geothermal Support Center for 
service, training and research on ground-coupled heat pumps 
and grouts. For his achievements, Remund has received 
national and professional recognition. 
David Galipeau, associate professor of electrical 
engineering, joined State's faculty roster in 1992. 
From 1971 to 1 987, Galipeau worked for AT&T and 
NYNEX Companies in technical operations and planning. In 
1990 he founded Microconversion Technologies Company 
(MTC) with the goals of commercializing state-of-the-art 
microsensor technologies and providing local opportunities for 
engineering graduates with entrepreneurial interests. MTC's 
research and development efforts have focused on developing 
in trnments that monitor environmental parameters such a 
humidity, hazardous manufacturing, medicine and the home. 
Since 1993, the company has received research and 
development grants from the tate of South Dakota CITE 
program, and the Small Business Innovation and Research 
(SBIR) programs of the National Science Foundation and 
U DA. MTC currently employs three full-time electrical 
engineering graduate students and four part-time electrical 
engineering undergraduate students, all from SDSU. 
Researcher of the Year 
Vernon R. Schaefer, director and professor of civil and 
environmental engineering, arrived at SDSU in Augu t of 1988 
and immediately set about developing research initiatives in 
the geotechnical engineering and water resources areas. These 
initiatives led him to develop collaborative relation hips with 
many faculty. His research efforts have included both lab 
and field scale projects and are often accompanied by 
numerical and theoretical developments designed to link 
theory and practice. 
Schaefer has autl1ored over thirty papers on his research 
and given numerous presentations at state, regional and 
national meetings. During his tenure at SDSU, Schaefer has 
been responsible for the development of more than $2,500,000 
in funded research from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), tl1e U.S. 
Geological Survey, the South Dakota Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, the state Department of 
Transportation and the National Park Service-Everglades 
National Park. An early effo1t was working on the concept 
paper for the Northern Great Plains Water Resources Research 
Center, of which he later became the director. 
Opposite page: Jerome J. Lohr 
Above, from left: Richard Bell, Dennis Little, Charles Remund, David Galipeau, 
and Vernon Schaefer. 
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w:th the College of 
Engineering more than 
halfway to its Visions for 
the Future goal of $6 million to 
expand, renovate, and equip Crothers 
Engineering Hall, fundraising 
volunteers have issued a challenge. 
A new Class Challenge program 
gives engineering graduates the 
opportunity to suppo1t SDSU by 
joining their resources with those of 
their classmates. However, the 
campaign's goal is greater than 
simply raising money, said 
Duane Sander, dean of the College 
of Engineering. 
"Of course, we would like to get 
forty years ago. But they'll also find that they are 
working with some of the same equipment as they 
were fo1ty years ago. They'll begin to see how 
important the right equipment is to support the 
tremendous changes that the Crothers renovation and 
addition will bring and how that equipment could 
assi t the student learning process and the faculty 
research process." 
Because the 3 mill ion needed for the 
expansion and renovation has already been 
raised, Sander said, equipment is the main 
focus of the Class Challenge. "We are now 
concentrating on the remaining 
$3 miUion goal to provide 
equipment and furnishings for 
as many of our alumni as possible 
involved in helping support the 
equipment and space needs of the 
College," Sander said. "The Class 
Challenge also provides an opportunity 
for alumni to rekindle friendships that 
were begun and developed during their 
time as students as SDSU. We hope 
there will be interactions among 
members of the classes in the process 
of helping us out.·· 
ch�llenges 
eng1neer1ng 
alums 
S the new laboratories, as well as upgrading and updating our existing laboratories in 
engineering," Sander said. 
The College has also received 
a boost through a gift from 
mechanical engineering alumnus Alan 
Tuntland. The former owner of Schmidt 
Printing in Rochester, Minnesota, pledged 
$250,000 for the advancement of the 
College's programs. Through his gift, 
Tuntland hopes to provide leadership 
and encouragement to his classmates and 
other engineering alumni. He suspects Some friendly competition between 
classes will provide extra inspiration. For instance, any class 
can earn Champion Class designation if at least ten percent of 
its members individually contribute $ 10,000 or more and the 
class total is $ 1 00,000 in gifts. The big prize will be the 
naming of two Grand Champion Classes: the class with the 
highest percentage of participation and the class with the 
largest total amount in gifts and pledges. 
Alumni who have already agreed to chair their classes' 
efforts include Jack Marshman, 1955; Jim Vellenga, 1957; Jerry 
Lohr, 1958; Roland Jensen, 1959; Alan Tuntland, 1962; Les 
Larson, 1969; and Richard Gustaf, 1 973. The classes between 
1955 and 1965 provide a strong starting point for organizing 
the Class Challenge, said Jerry Lohr, who chairs both the 
Engineering project and Visions for the Future. 
"These are people who may be in a position to give both 
their time and their financial resources," Lohr said. "It's a good 
opportunity for us to use their skills and develop their 
leadership in the College." 
Like Sander, Lohr envisions alumni getting reacquainted 
through the Class Challenge. He also hopes to see more 
alumni return to campus to see how the University has 
changed and how it has stayed the same. "I 'm finding a lot of 
people who have not been back to campus since they 
graduated, or who have only been back once or twice," Lohr 
said. "If they come for a visit, one of the things they will find 
is that the faculty are just as nice and friendly as they were 
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that, fo r  many o f  them, the time i s  right fo r  giving. 
"When you get to be my age and your family is grown 
and gone and you begin to see the end of your working life 
as you knew it, you begin to seek other things to be attached 
to," Tuntland said. "When SDSU's opportunity came along, 
I saw a chance to become part of sometl1ing bigger than 
myself and join up with a lot of people who were around me 
at a very pleasurable and formative time in my life, my years 
at SDSU. Becoming more involved with SDSU is, for me, a 
fond trip down memory lane. I'm happy to be a part of 
Visions and to provide a l ittle bit for the future of the 
institution that was such an important part of my past." 
Thanks to the generosity of Tuntland and numerous 
other Engineering alumni, the College is on the fast track to 
its equipment goal. 
"Al Tuntland's gift is a significant step toward our 
$3 million goal," Sander said. "It's indicative of the outstanding 
response we've had from our alumni, both monetarily as well 
as in helping us contact all our alumni and other individuals or 
organizations that might have an interest in working with us. 
Al Tuntland, pictured above, heads up the Class of '62 in the College of 
Engineering's Class Challenge program. 
ISIONS 
Tbe whole world has 
changed quite a bit 
since the 1950s. But 
I wanted to set up a 
scholar-ship and maybe 
get somebody else 
interested in engineering 
and get them staned. 
gifts keeph l h . sc o a rs tp program strong 
Alumni and former faculty members have traditionally been 
some of the College of Engineering's main benefactor when it 
comes to providing financial assistance for current students. I n  
a year o f  impressive growth f o r  t h e  College's scholarship 
program, that st ill  holds true. 
The loyalty of those who have studied or taught at SDS , 
::is well as other friends or organizations, has been extremely 
beneficial for engineering students. said Duane Sander, dean 
of the College of Engineering. 
"We've had a strong scholarship program in the College of 
Engineering with support ranging from the Briggs scholarship 
program to individuals providing scholarships on a person-by­
person basis," Sander said. "This type of support is critical to 
our students both in a monetary sense and as a way to 
encourage them to complete their studies and reward them f or 
dil igent work." 
That was just what Richard Berreth, a 1 958 mechanical 
engineering graduate, had in mind. With a gift of $30,000, he 
e�tablishecl the Richard and Beth Berreth Endowed 
Scholarship in 1echanical Engineering. 
"The whole reason I went to college and took engineering 
is that I received a freslunan tu ition scholar�hip for 
engineering," said Berreth, who retired in 1 994 :is vice 
president of manufacturing for Haworth, Inc .. of Holland, 
Minnesota. "Bef ore that 1 real ly didn't knO\V anything about 
engineering. lt turned out it was an excellent career choice. 
I've had some great jobs, a nd I 've had a lot of fun .  I ju  t 
wanted to repay SDSU for that .
.. 
A recipient of SDSU's Distinguished Engineer award, 
Berreth worked in industry with five d ifferent Fortune 500 
companies throughout his career. During that time, he saw 
the price and value of a college education rise sharply. The . 
scholarship that set him on h is career path was worth $84, 
the cost of a ful l  year' tuition in 1 954 
The family of Halvor C. Solberg, a turn-of-the centu1y 
SDSU alumnus and faculty member, is also interested in 
helping students get started. By establishing the Halvor C.  
Solberg Endowed Scholarship in Engineering, the professor's 
descendants found a way to honor his many accomplishments, 
as well .  
-Richard Berreth 
The endowment stems from a loan fund which, for many 
years, provided hort-term assistance to SDSU students with 
immediate financial needs. "It  was available for students just 
finishing school who might have a need for incidentals, such 
as a new uit for a job interview," Dean ander said. "As 
applications for that type of aid declined. the family felt it 
better to use the funds to establish a scholarship that could be 
given annually." 
A native of Norway, . olberg came to Minnesota at age 
seventeen to farm with hjs father. He graduated from what 
was then known as State Agricultural College in 1 89 1  and 
became a professor of mechanical engineering the following 
year. He bter took over as head of the department, a position 
he vacated temporarily to become involved in the design and 
construction of Solberg Hall .  The scholar. hip that bears 
Solberg's name will be awarded to a junior or senior 
mechanical engineering, civil engineering or construction 
management major who maintain� a GPA of 3.0 or better and 
demonstrates leadership potenLial.  
The following is a partial l ist of mher engineering 
scholarships de1·eloped in the past year. 
All'ardedfor 1 997-98: 
• Banner Associates Engineering Scholarship: The 
Brookings architectural and engineering firm established this 
award f or junior or senior civil engineering majors. 
• Brookings Economic Development Corporation 
Scholarship in MET: The corporation. which promotes 
industrial and economic growth in the Brookings area, awards 
this scholarshi p  to a junior or senior manufacturing 
engineering technology major in good academic standing who 
demonstrates professional potential. Preference goes to 
students from Brookings or contiguous counties and to those 
with financial need. 
• Eugene and JoAnn Goodale Scholarship: The 
Goodales, both SDSU alumni, created this scholarship for a 
j unior civil engineering major with a ense of duty to count1y. 
preferably involved in ROTC. Eugene. a 1 957 civil engineering 
graduate. worked as an intellectual property 
counsel for Caterpillar, Inc. ]oAnn, a 1959 nursing graduate, 
CO TINUED NEXT PAGE 
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work a a renabilitation nurse for 
Fremont Compensation. 
Scholarships awarded for 1998-99: 
• Scott Hembd Scholarship in 
Electrical Engineering: This 
sch larship honors Hembd, an electrical 
engineering major who passed away as 
a result of an automobile accident in 
1 986. The recipient must be a senior 
majoring in electrical engineering. 
• Robert and Betty Miller 
Scholarship in Computer Science: 
The Miller , former Brookings residents, 
established this renewable scholarship 
for junior computer science majors. 
Bob Mil ler. a 1 949 graduate, worked in 
the computer industry and currently 
serves on the SDSU Foundation Board 
of Directors. The couple also se1ve 
as scholarship co-chairs for \lisio11s for 
the Fut 11 re. 
• Ron Reed Scholarship: Reed, 
a driving force behind economic 
development and energy efficiency in 
South Dakota, was kil led in an airplane 
accident in 1 993. In his memo1y, his 
family created this scholarship for a 
junior engineering major and another 
for an economics major witl1 the 
business option. 
• Howard Skovlund Scholarship 
in EET: This scholarship goes to a junior 
or senior electronic engineering 
technology major with a GPA of at least 
3.0, leadership skill , and profe sional 
potential. A native of Bruce, South 
Dakota, Skovlund earned his electrical 
engineering degree from SDS in 1 950, 
se1ved in tl1e military, and worked for 
several Detroit companies before 
founding Certified Plating, Inc., which 
he ran until hi retirement. 
To be awarded in ji1 ture years: 
• Richard and Eleanor 
Coddington Scholarship in Civil 
Engineering: Richard, a 1957 
engineering graduate, and Eleanor, a 
1958 home economics graduate, will  
fund iliis award for a junior or senior 
civil engineering or family and consumer 
16  
sciences major. The Coddingtons have 
also supported SDSU as active Alumni 
Association member , and Richard 
currently se1ves as president of the 
SDSU Foundation. 
• Larry Bennett Memorial 
Mathematics Scholarship: A Tulsa, 
Oklahoma native, Bennett taught 
mathematics at SDSU from 1 970 until 
Kukuks 
1996, when Lou Gehrig's disease forced 
hin1 to retire. After his death in March of 
1 998, Bennett's family and friend 
established this award to honor his 
l ifetime conu11itment to tl1e study and 
teaching of mathematics. It  will go to a 
fre lunan math major. 
honor brother with gift 
When the expansion and renovation of Crothers Engineering Hall is 
complete, one of the first places students wil l  congregate will be the Stanley E.  
Kukuk Student Lounge. 
Engineering alumni Duane and Harley Kukuk have given $30,000 to the 
College through Visions for the Future to name the lounge in honor of their 
brother, who died in December 1 996. They felt the lounge naming opportunity 
presented a fitting way to remember Stanley. 
"We really didn't have anything in mind until we heard about the drive for 
the Visions campaign and the Crothers Engineering Hall naming program," 
Harley �aid. "It just seemed l ike it would be a good opportunity to do 
something for Stan. The student lounge fit the amount Duane and I wanted to 
contribute and seemed to reflect Stan's outgoing personality." 
As Brookings natives, the Kukuks have always had SDSU in their lives 
and the connection did not fade when they left town. "I remember we played 
around on campus a bit as kids," Harley said. "From my experience in industry 
I've worked with some graduates of SDSU, and they seem to be able to hold 
' 
their own with a lot of others from better-known institutions." 
The family also has a strong inclination toward the SDSU engineering 
program. Duane, a retired aerospace engineer with Hughes Aircraft Company, 
is a 1 952 electrical engineering graduate who now resides in Austin, Texas. 
Harley, a retired manager and hardware technologist with UNISYS, is a 1 958 
electrical engineering graduate. Stanley, who had retired as an industrial 
e�gineer with the Defense Electronics Supply Center in Dayton, Ohio, earned 
his SDSU degree in 1 960. Another deceased brother, Clayton, worked at 
Grumman Aircraft before retiring to Florida and was a 1 952 mechanical 
engineering graduate of SDSU. 
Through their generous gift, the Kukuks are not only honoring Stanley but 
also providing a valuable resource area for SDSU students, said Duane 
' 
Sander, dean of the College of Engineering. 
"We ha�e observed that a place for students to congregate and study 
together, or iust have a conversation before class, is one of our best utilized 
spaces," Sander said. "In addition, it fosters interaction and team-building 
study groups and helps develop the long-lasting friendships and memorable 
experiences of 'college days.' This gift from the Kukuk brothers will continue to 
enhance our student experiences for many years to come." 
Engineering professor)s 
c 
to be used nationwide 
Proff!ssor studies at soi oisture 
EROS Data Center 
Faculty • 
Even in the theo1y-based world of higher education, practicali 
still rule· di -covered M .  adim Hassoun ,  a professor in  the 
Department of Civil a nd Environmental Engineering. 
H is textbook, tnictural Concrete: TbeOIJ' and DesiRll. was 
publ ished in March and within a month. ten universities had 
committed to using it in their classe this fal l ,  a nd several others 
are considering it. Hassoun thinks the book's qu ick acceptance 
is a re ult of its practical approach. 
"This is different than a lot of other books with respect to 
practicality,'' Hassoun said . "When I wrote it, I had this in mind. 
I have practical experience, a nd I have d igned many 
structures. While other books may how an impractical 
application just to prove a theory, all the examples I give are 
related to real structures. "  
D tudents might be particularly intere red in two 
photographs Hassoun included with his chapter headings. 
One shows a concrete section of Briggs Library on campus, 
while another depicts a concrete grain silo near the railroad 
in Brooking . 
To make hi book easy for tudents to use and understand, 
Hassoun created a flow chart to guide them, step-by-step, 
through the equations they must use in correct design. He a lso 
included more example in hi book than appear in any ther 
book on the market. 
Madeleine Andrawis may have been away from her office this 
summer, but she's promised to bring something back for each 
of her students. 
Through a Faculty Summer Research Fellowship from the 
, outh Dakota pace Grant Consortium, Andrawis, a sociate 
professor of electrical engineering at ouch Dakota tate 
n iver ity, sp nt the summer at the Earth Resource 
Observation , ystems ( E ROS) Data Center near ioux Falls, 
examining ·oil moisture through radar measurements. Her 
, D. ·tudents, she said, wil l  benefit from her research. 
"This experience will  not only reflect upon my teaching 
basic of electromagnetics. but it will also give me a chance to 
demon. trate to my students how the theories I teach can b 
practical ly applied," Andrawis sa id . . ._ tudents are much more 
enthusiastic about class when they know how it can be used in 
real l ife applications."  
I n  the past, Andrawis has worked with ASA researching 
the detection of precipitation particle · in the atmosphere 
through radar measurements. Thi. summer, in collaboration 
with two ERO researchers, David Meyer and Zhong Lu, 
Andrawi studied oil moisture, an important parameter for 
agriculture, meteorology and hydrology. While radar 
technology isn't new, the use of satellite or space-borne radar 
imagery is. In addition to the role of soil moisture e timation in 
agriculture, radar measurements also play an important pa1t in 
climate studie and weather forecast. 
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Maryjo Benton Lee can pinpoint the moment she realized her 
life would never be the same again. The date? April 26, 1 991,  
Lee's birthday. The place? The l ibrary steps at Yunnan Normal 
University in Kunming, People's Republic of China. 
The results? At the very least, a Ph.D. in sociology and a 
new career direction. Beyond that, Lee said, the profound 
effect that two trips to China have had on her life is difficult 
to express. 
'·You cannot live in China and not be fundamentally 
changed by that experience," Lee said. "It changes your 
perspective, your views, your identity. Then, when you try 
to slip back into your former life, it's very hard. In a way, 
I couldn't really do it." 
Along with her husband, Dick Lee, head of the Department 
of Journalism and Mass Communication, and their son, Doug, 
Maryjo Benton Lee first went to China in 1991 on the SOS -
YNU teacher exchange program. When the family returned to 
Brookings five months later, she sought a way to better 
under tand the country she had come to love. This led her to 
enroll in SDSU's graduate program in rural sociology with a 
minor in Asian studies. 
That was a whole new direction for Lee, whose life already 
blended diverse interests. She holds bachelor's and master' 
degrees in journalism from the niversity of Maryland and has 
experience as a reporter, photographer, editor, and media 
consultant. ince 1986, however, she has worked for the DSU 
College of Engineering, first as a part-time instructor of the 
Promotional Techniques for Engineers cla s, then as a graduate 
re earch assi tant conducting public relations and outreach 
activitie for the South Dakota Space Grant Con ortium. She 
held that assi tant hip throughout her doctoral studies. 
"Even though I was studying in an entirely different area, 
I received so much support and mentoring from the College of 
Engineering," Lee said. "I 'm very grateful for that and very 
humbled by that. I give the College the highe t marks for 
taking me, a part-time instructor, and supporting me in 
graduate school." 
A Lee approached the dissertation pha e of her degree, 
she ettled on the topic of Chinese ethnic minorities and higher 
education. It didn't take her long to realize that the best place 
to research that issue was back at Yunnan ormal niversity, 
situated in the province with the highest minority concentration 
in China. 
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With help from SDSU ociology professor Diane Kayongo­
Male, as well as Harriet Swedlund, director of SDSU's Office of 
International Programs, and Yu Yanjing, vice president at YNU, 
Lee put together a research proposal .  Once it was approved, 
she boarded a plane with her husband and son to spend the 
summer of 1997 overseas. 
"Going back to China la t summer was Like a homecoming," 
Lee said. "Our friends and colleagues welcomed us back 
warmly and included us in every event imaginable. It was 
absolutely marvelous."  
Working closely with YNU education faculty member Li 
Hong, Lee began her exploration of what makes certain 
Chinese ethnic minority tudents successful in education. 
Through interviewing ethnic students at YNU and doing field 
observation in minority villages, Lee came to the conclusion 
that tho e individuals who succeeded in school had constructed 
identities that empowered them. They had gained what Lee 
calls a strong "sen e of elf' from the support of families, 
teachers, community members, and classmates. They had also 
gained a "sense of efficacy" through broader measures such as 
government affirmative action policies. 
"The e factors had a profound impact on how the students 
thought of themselves and how they dealt with the obstacles 
they confronted in school," Lee aid. "They helped the students 
create identities as successful students."  
Lee's second trip to China provided the information and 
in piration he needed to complete her dissertation. It also 
cemented her desire to continue learning about the country 
and its people on an informal ba i . 
"China is so immense, not only in terms of physical size, 
but also in terms of the number of people who live there and 
in terms of the length of its recorded hi tory," Lee said. "It's 
impossible to understand China in a lifetime, let alone in one 
or two emester . I have the attitude of alway being a tudent 
of China, but never a scholar of China ." 
Via e-mail and other communication technologies, Lee stays 
in close touch with many of her YNU colleagues. This spring, Li 
Hong spent three months at DSU as a visiting cholar and 
pre ented a paper with Lee at a professional conference. ext, 
Lee hopes to write a book based on her dis ertation. Clearly, 
China' influence in her life is far from over. 
Lee's graduation from SOSU in May did not mark the end 
of her association with the College of Engineering, either. 
Degree in hand, she has b gun work on 
a new project within the Engineering 
Resource Center. 
"'As part of a larger project that 
1 ASA is doing, rhe , pace Grant 
Consort ium is going to be entering into 
some new affi l iations with tribal colleges 
in the state,"  Lee said. " I  wil l  coordinate 
project:-; ro encourage more Native 
Americans to study math, science, and 
engineering and pursue careers in math, 
science, and engineering.'· 
Lee is thrilled to be able to continue 
working in engineering while using her 
sociology degree. "' f t "s essentially what I 
would call applied sociology or clinical 
sociology,"' she said. "This opportunity is 
so exciting, since my research interests 
have to do with minorit ies in higher 
education 
and that's 
exactly 
what I ' l l  he 
focusing on 
in this 
position. 
This j ust 
blends 
beau ti fu 11 y 
with what I 
have done 
before. I t's 
a nice 
circle from 
what I have 
done to 
what I wil l  be 
doing." 
Faculty • 
Pictured at top, from left: Ying Chen, a recent SDSU master's 
graduate in computer science; Yi Ye, earning her master's 
degree in industrial management at SDSU; MaryJo Benton Lee; 
Li Hong, Lee's research assistant at Yunnan Normal and was a 
visiting scholar at SDSU this spring; and Guo Zhiyong, earning 
his master's degree in computer science at SDSU. 
Bottom right: Lee displays items commonly crafted by ethnic 
minorities in southern China. 
Bottom left: Lee, on graduation day, with her husband, Dick Lee 
Middle left: Conducting research in Yunnan, China, allowed Lee 
to complete her dissertation research on Chinese ethnic 
minorities and higher education. 
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F
or the.faculty and staff of the 
Engineering Resource Center, 
outreach is not an occasional 
.frill, it 's a constant focus. Ma1y 0 'Neill 's 
recent activities d1ive tbal point home. 
0 'Neill, a research associate in the 
SDSU Of/ice of Remote Sensing, is 
involved in project allowing her to 
extend ber reach to people througbout 
tbe Midwest and tbrougbout tbe world. 
Throughout the Midwest 
Through her involvement in the 
Upper Mjdwest Aerospace Consortium 
( MAC), O' eill  is bringing remote 
sensing technology to people in 1orth 
and South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana 
and Idaho. UMAC, which includes 
representatives from eight uruversities in 
it five states, is organized into Public 
Acces Resource Centers ( PARCs) in 
three areas: agriculture, natural 
resource , and education. O' eill is a 
member of the Education PARC Council .  
"The idea behind the Upper 
Mjdwest Aerospace Consortium is to get 
remote sensing products and 
teclrnologies into the hands of grassroots 
users such as farmers, ranchers, and 
teachers," O'Neill said. " Instead of 
remote sensing being some esoteric, 
20 
rocket science kind of thing, it can be 
something they can use daily." 
In pursuit of that goal ,  each of the 
members of the Education PARC Council 
works with a K- 1 2  school teacher. 
O' eil l  teamed up with Cas ie oeffing, 
a science teacher at Axtell Park Middle 
School in ioux Falls. The recipient of 
the 1998 Chri ta McAuliffe Fellowship, 
Soeffing has worked summers at the 
ERO Data Center, giving her a 
broader understanding of some remote 
sensing technologies. 
The Council's first project was to 
create a series of four CD-ROMs 
containing Geographic Information 
System (GI ) basel ine data, which they 
gave to the teachers thj winter. The GIS 
data, which O' ei! J  "pulled together" 
with a colleague from the University of 
Wyoming, includes digital maps and 
associated agricultural, environmental, 
and demographic data bases, as well as 
remotely ensed images, for the five 
states involved in the consortium. 
O'Neill is already working on a new 
version of the CD-ROM eries, which 
will feature expanded data sets. "What 
we're hoping to do in the future is to 
provide a lot more remote sensing 
images," she said. "We'd like to develop 
a prototype for making this type of 
information and technology 
available to farmers and 
ranchers and anyone else \Vho 
can use it ."  
Throughout the 
world 
o· 'eill's outreach effotts 
don't stop at the border of 
neighboring states. In May, she 
panicipared in a fact-finding 
mission to Poland with DSU 
faculty member. Rus ell 
rubbles from park 
management, Martin Maca from 
landscape design, and John 
Bischoff from water resources, 
as well as Ph.D.  candidate Brad 
Young from fi heries. 
The member of the group 
sought oppo1tunities for 
cooperative projects with two 
different entities: the Maria-Curie 
Sklodowska University in Lublin 
and the Institute of Soil Sciences and 
Plant Cultivation in Pulawy. 
During the second phase of the 
visit, the team met with faculty and staff 
at the Pulawy Institute, as well as with 
the public, to discuss re toration of a 
palace park. 
o· eill was patticularly interested in 
the work of one Polish scientist who 
had already mapped the palace grounds 
using GI technology. "There is great 
potential for us to use his materials to 
show what it's like now and what needs 
to be done to restore it to the original 
design," she said. 
The fact-finding team returned 
home with hopes of remaining involved 
in further research projects in Poland. 
Top: In a gesture of good faith, the SDSU team 
helped plant a dozen North American pine trees to 
replace similar trees planted in 1 830. Martin Maca, 
on a earlier visit to the park, learned the original 
trees had died and the lnstitute's administrators 
hoped to replace them. He arranged to have the 
dozen seedlings shipped to Poland in time for the 
SDSU group's visit in May. Pictured, from left: Russ 
Stubbles, Mary O'Neill, and Martin Maca, with 
representatives from the Pulawy Institute at the 
tree-planting ceremony. 
Bottom: Mary O'Neill displays GIS data available to 
teachers, now on CD-ROM. 
T his spring, Richard Reid put himself in a pretty explosive situation. And it wasn't the 
first time. 
In the spring. Reid, assistant 
profes or in Civil and Environmental 
Engineering and a member of the South 
Dakota ir ational Guard, made his 
sixth trip to I rael. Working with I raeli 
and British defense agen ie , as well as 
everal U . .  military and government 
organizations, he observed and 
analyzed twelve explo ives tests 
over the cour e of a month. looking 
for better ways of de igning and 
constructing buildings to withstand 
explosions. 
To meet that goal ,  the teams of 
scienti ·t and engineers built a five­
story apartment building in the cl sert 
and tested its resistance to sev ral types 
of explosive . Using instruments tl1at 
measure extremely high pressures 
almo t instantaneou ly, they collected 
scientific data on how the tructure 
responded to each blast. 
"There' probably a quarter of a 
million dollars in different gauges there. 
The whole building's wired," Reid said. 
"Afterwards, you can figure out hm 
much force hit what and why one wall 
did better or wor. e than another." 
Reid 's 
Faculty • 
Secret Service. and the 
Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms 
( ATF). Each one focused 
on a different aspect of 
the research. from the 
rm)'s interest in 
building protecti\·e 
bunkers to the ATF's 
concern about the effect;, 
of car bombs. 
dynamic 
The car bomb;, led to 
a couple of interesting 
tests. Reid said. In one. a 
brJnd-new Dodge 
pickup with all the 
extras was loaded with 
fertil izer bombs and 
destroyed. I n  another. a 
fourteen-passenger van 
was filled with 
explosives. "We had 
trouble even finding and 
recognizing parts fr m 
that vehicle," he said. 
A captain in the .S. 
The regional h istory of unre t ha 
made such research a priority in Israel, 
Reid aid. By law, every I i  ing space in 
the country must have one usable room 
which is protected against attack, so the 
government is directly involved in the 
development and improvement of 
safety measures such a hardened wall 
and blast-resistant window . 
"They take this real eriou ly and 
don't waste any time employing new 
idea :· Reid said. " It's a number one 
budget priority . "  
B y  contrast, funding f o r  such tests 
is almost nonexi t nt in the .S. 
"During the Cold War, America did a lot 
of thi work on its own. on the te t 
ranges in tah, N w Mexico, and 
Florida, but the budget for that type of 
work has clri cl up," Reid aid. "There 
are very few oppommities to do mi 
kind of work and learn from it,  so we 
have to marry up with our all ies. I t's 
cheaper to fly over there and help with 
their te ts than . to do our own. I f  '>Ye 
didn't participate, the Israelis would do 
the tests anyway, but the scientific data 
would be lo. t to us." 
The U.S.  organizations involved in 
the testing included the Army Corp of 
Engineers, the Air Force Research 
Laboratory, the ·rate Department, the 
Air Force until 1 994, Reid first became 
involved with explo ives research while 
working in the civil engineering lab at 
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. H is first 
trip to Israel, in 1 990. involved testing 
de ign for munitions bunkers. 
While he i::. currently focu ing on 
reporting re ult from his most recent 
vi it, Reid already anticipates further 
opportunities to work in Israel .  He 
enjoys the sati faction of knowing his 
re earch could ultimately ave lives, not 
only over eas, but in his own counuy. 
"To be involved with Great Britain 
and Israel, who are spending a lot 
more time in this area, i really 
beneficial," he said. "For something like 
tl1e bombing in Oklahoma City, if we'd 
included some British de ign concept , 
that building would 'till be there and a 
lot of people would stiU be alive. 
People may still die in the immediate 
vicinity of the explosion, but we can 
prevent many more deaths from 
building collapse and flying debris. o 
it's important to bring some of that 
information home to the United tates 
and take advantage of the experti e 
that'. out there.·· 
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Title l l lAward Recipients at SDSU 
22 
· many facult and staff members al SD�l· knc m . the 
niversity is in its third year of a Title I l l  GrJnl.  Thb ' 1 .- 1 
mill ion grant outl ines everything SDSL 1 will do in a five-year 
period to improve it infrastruclllre. from micro�cores 10 
fib r-orti · ·abl . Of the 'I 'I arrlicants nation-\\ ide for Title 
I l l  money, only thirty-seven were selected. 
, DS receiv d the 350,000-rer-year grant from the l · .s .  
Department of Education based on sc,·cral factors: 
• Mor than eighty-five percent of our students recei\T 
financial aid. 
• Many students are first-generation college students 
(their parents did not attend college ) .  
• Per-student spending at the l ·niversity is lower than 
the nation·1l average. 
, DS i using funding from the Title I I I  Grant for sman 
cla ·sroom , new technology in biology labs. facult] ec.lucnion 
and clegr e advancement, electronic library resources, 
netw rking the academic community. and enhanced 
informati n ace s. 
Among some of the aware.ls for the 1 998-99 school year 
include the following: 
• Faculty Development-Leave Support 
for Doctoral Study Awards: 
This component of Title JU was developed to assist 
faculty m mbers in high need areas co earn doctoral degrees 
at ext rnal locations. The primary criteria utilized in the 
aware.I sele tion proce s are college need, financial needs of 
the individual, and anticipated benefits for the individual and 
university. The funding may be utilized to include cuition. 
fee, , room and board, equipment, books, and suprlie · .  
Since this spring, the cooperative effons of Ticle I I I  Jnd 
the Office of cademic Affairs are also allowing �DSC to 
provide support for faculty and the exempt and career 
service • D · participants in the collaborative USD 'DSL 
doctoral program. 
The following College of Engineering faculty members 
are provided with up to l ,000 for the 1 998-99 <>chool year: 
Alan Bender, assi tant profes or of agricultural engineering: 
Craig Peter , in tructor of general engineering and 
technology; and Harriet vec, instructor of computer science. 
• The Department Contribution­
Title Ill  Grant: 
The I ntegrated I nstrnctional Technology Committee has 
chosen uzette Burckhard, a i rant profe sor of civil and 
environmental engineering, and Richard Kelley, assi rant 
professor of physics, a the recipient for the pring 1 998 
Title I l l  Technology Tra ining. These faculty member.s recei,·cc.l 
J laptor computer and took pan in the training on using 
rrescntation graphics in the classroom. Each faculty 
member's college der�111ment contribution match is I .  500. 
• Faculty Development Opportunities: 
The purpose of this component is to develop 
mechanisms Lo support faculty members in attaining 
credentials and expertise necessary to function at the rea k 
of the current or projected faculty roles. One of these 
mechani ms is Component Three. I nnovative journeys. 
Jan Vandever, professor of mathematics and statistics. and 
Larry Browning, associate professor of physics, are pan of the 
team of faculty members who submitted a Title 1 1 1  
Strengthening I nstitutions Program Development Proposal. 
Fducating the \X'hole Person. The team will receive 1 2 .000 
in funding from Title I l l .  
Other c.liscirlines represented i n  the Innovative Journeys 
pro1ect hail from Engli h, plant science. hisrory. education 
ancl counseling, p�ychology, animal and range sciences, 
health. physical education and recreation . ,ind 
communication studies and theater. 
• One-Week Basic or Advanced 
Multimedia Training: 
The follm,·ing Engineering faculty were selected to 
participate in either the one-week Ba ic or Advanced 
Multimedia training this summer. 
Kurt Cogswell.  assistant profes. or of mathematics .i nc.I 
stat istics: 
Fereidoon Delfanian. Jssociate professor of mechanical 
engineering: 
Jan Froehlich. instructor of engineering economic 
development: 
arrie Mattson. mstructor and coordinator of general 
engineering technology: 
Alex Moutsoglou. professor of mechanical engineering; 
Craig Peter . instructor of general engineering and 
technology; 
Ali alehnia, professor of computer science: 
Harriet Svec, instructor of computer science; 
Roger Svec, in tru tor of general engineering and 
technology; and 
Don Froehlich, professor and head of mechanical 
engineering. 
The South Dakota Board of Regents, 
Faculty, Staff, and Students of 
South Dakota State University 
are pleased to invite you to the 
inaugural celebration for 
Dr. Peggy Gordon Elliott 
Eighteenth President of 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 
September 1 9, 1998 
Engineering Reception 
Friday, September 1 8 ,  1 998 
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Faculty • 
Crothers Engineering Hall, Main Lobby and Veranda 
Faculty Briefs 
Larry Bennett, professor of 
mathematics, died March 31 , 1 998, 
after a long battle with Lou Gehrig's 
disease. Bennett taught and advised 
underg raduate and graduate students at 
SDSU for twenty-six years, from 1 970 to 
May 1 996. 
A member of the American 
Mathematical Association (AMA) and 
American Mathematical Society (AMS), 
Bennett earned his bachelor's degree in 
1 965, his master's degree in 1 967 
and his doctor's degree in 1 970, all in 
mathematics from the University 
of Oklahoma. 
Bennett is survived by his wife, 
Mary Anne (Sandy), and their two sons, 
Mark in Glendale, Calif., and Jeffrey in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Kevin Dalsted was appointed 
permanent director of the Engineering 
Research Center (ERC) April 1 , 1 998. 
Dalsted served as associate acting 
director of ERC (previously EERC, the 
Environmental Engineering Research 
Center) for ten years before being named 
acting director in September 1 997. 
Jim Ceglian, director of Engineering 
Extension, retired from SDSU's faculty 
roster on June 30, 1 998. Even after 
twenty-one years at State and fifty years 
in the workforce as a whole, Ceglian will 
continue to do occupational safety and 
health consulting during his retirement. 
Don Froehlich, head of mechanical 
engineering, has assumed the program 
director duties. 
Tim Wittig joined SDSU's staff in 
August 1 997 as assistant professor of 
statistics and statistics coordinator. As 
campus statistician, Wittig conducts 
surveys and analyzes various sets of 
data. He forecasts the use and 
explanation of the data, and the forecasts 
are then integrated into research work of 
field scientists. 
Jan Vandever, professor of 
mathematics and statistics, received the 
SDSU Award for Teaching Excellence 
during May commencement exercises. 
Vandever is known for the impact she 
has as an educator on students who run 
the gamut of educational capability. She 
has a knack for finding a road to 
understanding for even the most 
mathematically intimidated students. 
Vandever joined the faculty in 1 98 1 .  
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• Computer 
Science 
students 
benefiting from 
grant programs 
directory phone �upport, and a 
free upgrade to 1he newes1 
products every two years. The 
equipment is rcs1ricted for 
educational use. 
By working with the lates1 
technology. :DSLl students \\ ill 
be the greate.,t beneficiaries of 
the ORACLE program. said 
'tephen Krebsbach. 
instructor in the 
Department.  
' ' I t  is real ly 
important for 
MudenLs to work 
with state-of-the-art 
equipment like this. 
When they leave 
here, this will be 
the type of system 
they'll find. They 
might even be 
ahead of others 
because industry is 
often slow to 
upgrade," 
Krebsbach said. 
At present, 
ORACLE has been 
installed on the 
College of 
Engineering's 
COERS6000 AIX 
platform and b 
being used for 
Stephen Krebsbach, instructor in the Department 
of Computer Science, wrote the proposal that 
secured the grant with ORACLE. 
CS -18 1 Databa::.e 
.\lanagement 
·ystems. According 
to Krebsbach. by the 
beginning of fall 
-,eme'>ter. it will also 
Some exciting nc\v 
addit ions await students 
enrolled in the Computer 
�cience Department. 1hanks to 
program .. s sponsored by C\YO 
different companies. 
The Department has been 
accepted into the ORACLE 
Academic Alliance Program. 
'' hich to date has provided 
more than 50.000 in sofr,vare. 
training materials  and 
support for both AIX and 
ovell systems. 
The program. which 
requires a 500 annual fee. 
equips the Department with the 
full ORACLE product line, 
including a database server and 
case development tools, full 
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be running on a \Jovel! -,er\'er 
in the Computer �l ience 
Depanment. 
Additionally. Aspen 
Technology"s '\eural �et 
Busine.'>s l 'nit.  has accepted the 
Di:partment into ib l!niversity 
Research l 'niver::.ity Teaching 
grant program. The research 
grant will help establish a 
neural computing research lab 
for faculty and graduate le' el 
research. and will include 
euralWorks software for ten 
users. The teaching grant will 
support teaching of neural 
networks at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels. 
eural networb were 
developed in computer science 
to determine if computers could 
be made 10 behave like the 
brain. Researchers around the 
world. said Gerald Bergum. 
head of the Computer Science 
Department, are using neural 
networks in amazing ways. 
neu ra I network was 
instal led recently on a computer 
and then instal led in a car . .. he 
•;aid. "and it drove across 1he 
United States without a driver. 
and without an accident. by 
responding 10 shadow reflexes .
.
. 
spen's grant program. 
worth 9).000. will be 
significant in helping SD. 
expand its own neural network 
research, which began a few 
years ago. 
• Olympics of 
computer 
science 
I n  February. for the first 
t ime ever, a team of computer 
programmers represented SDS 
at the ssociation for 
Computing Machinery's ( AC.\l l 
International ollegiate 
Programming ontest World 
Finals. in Atlanta, Georgia . 
Among their competition wa;. 
MIT. Stanford University. Duke 
University and Cal Tech, to 
name a few.  
"This is  a very prest igious 
contest. 
.. 
said ·ung Y. Shin. 
associate professor in the 
Department of omputer 
Science and the team's coach. 
"It b the Olympic games of the 
computer science field." 
To qualify for the world' 
finals. teams first compete in 
regional contests. held from 
eptember to • ovember. The 
winning team from each 
regional conte t advanced to 
the finals competition. For the 
fifth year running, SOS took 
top honors at its regional 
contest. 
The CM International 
Collegiate Programming ontest 
provides college students with 
an opportunity to demonstrate 
and sharpen their problem 
solving and computing skills. 
Established in 1970, it is the 
oldest and largest programming 
competition for students of the 
world's universities and 
colleges. Conte cants rely on 
their programming skills, 
creat ivity. teamwork and 
innovation in building ne\\ 
programs to solve six problems 
in fi\'e hours. 
Team members, from left: Coach Sung Shin, Steve Fox, Josh Walberg, 
and Bruce Carlson. From the original pool of 1 ,250 teams worldwide, the 
team competed against fifty-three other colleges in the world finals 
contest, and came in twenty-ninth. 
• Expo d raws 
hundreds 
Once again. a day of 
challenges, entertainment and 
innovation greeted those 
attending the annual Engineering 
Expo in April. 
The event, which 
encourages interaction between 
high school and college students, 
enginee1'lng educators and 
manufacturing firms, featured 
contests, Dr. Browning's Wonders 
of Science Show, a planetarium, 
a high voltage demonstration, 
exhibits from the cience 
Museum of Minnesota and 
contests for both high school 
and college students. 
Engineering Expo was also 
the site of the South Dakota 
lnvento1"s Congress, an annual 
event that showcases creations of 
regional inventors. 
• Senior design 
conference 
The College of Engineering 
presented its founh annual 
Conference on Senior 
Engineering Design Projects on 
April 14 .  
Senior engineering students 
are required to complete design 
projects before graduation, and 
since 1995 they have presented 
their designs to sponsors and 
businesses from around the 
region. The conference allows 
students to utilize their 
engineering training in a ful l  
range of processes they would 
go through in an actual 
engineering job environment. 
This year's guest speaker 
was Don Lefevre, who received 
his bachelor's degree in electrical 
engineering and physic from die 
South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology in 1978 and his 
master's degree in electrical 
engineering from the University 
of Utah in 1 985. In 1 988 he 
formed Cynetics Corporation 
where he serves as pre ident and 
CEO. Under Lefevre's direction, 
Cynetics developed the 
consumer electronics 
"MessageCom" digital tapeless 
answering machine for 
Newstronics. I nc. Lefevre also 
led the 1 997 acquisition of 
Tepco Corp. 
SDSU seniors who 
presented engineering design 
projects were: 
Design and Construction or a 
Concrete Canoe: Daren Konda, 
New Effington; Eric Neuhanh. 
Alpena. 
SDSU Softball  Complex: Nate 
Huertl, Mankato, Minnesota; Jason 
Kjenstad, Brandt: Dan ewman. 
Omaha, Nebraska: Steve Winter, 
Brookings. 
Subdivision of Nelson's Third 
Addition Elkton. S.D. :  Tim Davis. 
Huron; Chris Kinney, Vermillion: 
Rob Maher. Brookings; Joshua 
Peterson, \Xlakonda: Brandon 
Sukalski. Brooking�. 
Christmas Tree Fire 
Prevention System: Brent Adam�. 
Brookings; Greg Albers. Lennox: 
Steven Hender.'>On, Sioux Falls. 
Hybrid Microphone: Adam 
Fausch, Johnston. IO�\'a: Jeremy 
Gustafson. Montevideo, Minnesota: 
Sarah Ruesch, Fulda. Minnesota. 
Low-Cost Compact Color 
Aerial Imaging System: Halph 
Brown. Wanda, Minne�ota: Mark 
Henrich , Brookings. 
PC-Controlled 13lood Pressure 
and Temperature Measurement 
System: Lay Pheng Chua, 
Brookings; Siau Way Liew. 
Brookings. 
Portable Electrocardiogram 
Recorder: Traci Schultz. Jackson, 
Minnesota; Retna Paramaswaran. 
Brookings. 
Small cale SCADA ystem: 
Todd Berge, Hendricks, Minnesota; 
Jon Bormann, Livermore, Iowa; 
Travis Rasmussen, Madelia, 
Minnesota. 
Wireless Indoor-Outdoor 
Thermometer: Mark Naden, 
Brookings; Yee-Wai Chew, 
Brookings. 
Wireless AW Sensor Syste1i1: 
Jason Sternhagen , Yankton; 
Matthew Homola, Lake orden. 
Baja Vehicle - Chassis and 
Steering and Baja Vehicle - Rear 
Suspension and Drive Train: Chad 
Clites, tickney; Chd Moller, 
Mount Vernon; Chad Walters, 
Corsica; Ryan Urban, Truman, 
Minnesota; Jerry Olesen, Philip; 
Ivan Vargas, Bridgewater; Darin 
Wampler, Hecla. 
PLC Heal Pump System: Erik 
Perry. Winters. California: Kok­
How Lee, Brookings: Todd 
Erickson. Pierre; Erika Quam, 
Huron. 
Rapid Prototyping: Jamal Al­
Bortmany. Brookings; Minh Lee 
Goon, Brookings; Larry Leigh, 
Brookings: Monte M;1111menga. 
Canistota. 
Vibrational Control or a 
Cantilever Beam Using 
Piezoelectric Material: Walleed 
Aljehaim, Brookings: Haw-Cheng 
Chu, Brookings; Randall Johnson, 
Sioux Falls; Brian Kirckof, Marshall, 
Minnesota. 
Advance Screw Counting 
Device: Kyle Hammerbeck, Hamill: 
Brent _Jenkins. Rogers, Minnesota; 
John Prescher, Blue Eanh. 
Minnesota: Colt Stuart. Pierre. 
Materials Testing Laboratory: 
King Aun Pang, Brookings; Jason 
Lear. Council Bluff�. Iowa: Wyatt 
Werner. Brookings. 
Sonoluminescence: Creation 
or Light from Sound: Bob 
Mammenga, Brookings. 
• Solid efforts 
Most people might choose 
wood or fiberglass if they 
wanted ro build a boat that 
would float, but that didn't 
stop one group of engineering 
students from sailing to 
success in their vessel made 
of concrete. 
After rowing to regional 
victory in their unsinkable 
concrete canoe, the student 
chapter of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 
captured thirteenth place 
during the national 
competition, and brought 
home a very special award in 
the process. 
The concrete vessel, 
constructed of seventy-five 
percent Portland cement, 
ceramic spheres, glass bubbles, 
steel reinforcements, and 
pretension cables, was 
powered by a team of three 
men and three women 
paddlers, of which rwo 
compete in each race. 
The national contest, like 
dle regional ,  consisted of a 
design paper, fifteen-minute 
oral presentation, display 
Students • 
hoard, final product, and races. 
SDSU finished between nind1 
and thineend1 in all  of the 
categories, rounding out me 
competition in thirteenth 
place overall out of twenty­
four teams. 
Even though the chapter 
finished a bit below their top­
ten goal .  they didn't go home 
empty-handed. 
··sosu won the Spirit of 
Competition Award, which 
recognizes spo1tsmanship," 
ASCE advisor Chuck Tiltrum 
said. "It all stemmed from an 
incidem involving rwo of our 
team members, Travis Konda 
and Brian Fitzpatrick, who 
went out to Rapid City a clay 
early. They overheard students 
from Virginia Tech talking 
about one of their teammates 
being stranded at  die Sioux 
Falls airport. So Travis got on 
his cell phone and called Mike 
Dunlap, his teammate in SiOLL'< 
Falls. who was coming to 
Rapid City the next clay. Mike 
wem to the airpon and picked 
up this Virginia Tech student, 
had him stay over at his house, 
and diey drove out together 
the next clay. Winning the 
sponsmanship award was the 
most positive and rewarding 
moment of my time with the 
ASCE students at SOS 
Od1er members of South 
Dakota State University's ASCE 
Concrete Canoe Team include: 
Alison Sumption, Aberdeen; 
Daniel Pirkl, Blooming Prairie, 
M innesota; Justin Christensen, 
Brayton, Iowa; Brandon 
Sukalski and Lee jay Templton, 
Brookings; Ruth Wong, Canton; 
Trent Bruce, Custer; Jim 
Toulous, Emmons, Minne ota; 
Jason Davis, Ipswich; Aaron 
Olson, Langford; Amy 
Donagala, Milbank; Justin 
Black, New Ulm, Minnesota; 
Dan Newman, Omaha, 
Nebraska; Heath Boe, Revillo; 
Teresa Kub, Roscoe; Eric 
Falken, Rosholt; Sara Birnie, 
Salix, Iowa; Cory Schoffelman 
Sioux Falls; Ch.Jis Kinney, 
Ve1miJ l ion; and Tanya 
Eichelberger, Willmar, 
Minnesota. 
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• Students 
• Space Grant 
Consortium 
researchers 
How would you l ike to 
explore your greatest interests 
and get paid for it? That's 
what Charles Cole, a 
graduate tudent at 0 . did 
this Augu l .  
A native of  Well , 
Minne ota, Cole received 
a ,500 graduate research 
assistant hip from the 
outh Dakota pace 
Grant Consortium. 
Cole received the grant 
for his research in global 
positioning sy tern remote 
ensing, which explores 
ground truthing. Working 
under a team of uper\'isors 
from the Plant cience and 
Agricultural Engine ring 
Department , Cole will 
determine if satellite image 
information matche ground 
information obtained during 
the re earch. 
I 
Joanna Even, E telline; 
Denise Malo, Brookings; and 
Sarah Buchholz. Sioux Falls 
all  receh·ed undergraduate 
research awards from the 
outh Dakota pace Grant 
Consortium. 
Each recipient, who won 
a '2,000 grant, conducted an 
aerospace-related re ·earch 
project under the guidance of 
a faculty member. 
Even, a senior electrical 
engineering and engineering 
phy ics major, evaluated 
the performance of the 
Physics Department's new 
spectrometer for her research 
project. The spectrometer is 
used to study various objects 
in the sky, including the 
sun, moon and stars, by 
interpreting each wavelength 
number code. 
Denise ,\lalo and . arah 
Buchholz are both two-time 
recipients of South Dakota 
Space Grant onsortium 
awards. ,\ilalo, a junior 
environmental management 
and agronomy major. 
Denise Malo Sarah Buchholz Charles Cole 
As part of her research, Joanna Even evaluated the Physics Department's 
new spectrometer. 
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re earched satellite and field 
data to help farmer become 
more site pecific in crop 
planting, while Buchholz, a 
junior nutrition and food 
science major, developed a 
• Summering 
in the South 
While many college 
students return home for the 
summer, Shelbi Hostler of 
Blunt, South Dakota. headed 
to Alabama. 
Ho tier. a junior 
engineering physics major 
and math and history minor. 
spent May through July in an 
eight-week internship through 
the Summer J 998 Internships 
for t\l inority and Women 
l 'ndergraduares at Alabama 
&M L 'niversity ( AAMLJ) in 
I luntsville. The university is 
nationally recognized for its 
programs in environmental .  
• Atmospheric 
blurri ng takes 
research fi rst 
Siau Way Liew, a .�enior 
electrical engineering �tudenl. 
finished first in the 
engineering division of the 
1 998 L ndergraduate Research 
-.� mposium ,\pril 1 at the 
outh Dakota School of 
:\line-. and Technology. 
Lie'\\··s research examines 
the blurring effect of the 
.tlmosphere on aerial image.� . 
He is working under the 
.�upervision of Dennis Helder, 
associate professor in the 
Department of Electrical 
Engineering and head of 
Engine ring Re earch. 
Eventually, the pair hopes to 
develop a filter to correct 
such blurred images. 
Liew' symposium 
presentation, which earned 
him a certificate and 5 
award, focu ed on 
soy-based graham cracker for 
astronauts. Currently, she is 
te ting the chemicals in the 
cracker to ensure that it won't 
deteriorate in pace. 
plant, and soil ciences. 
With A A mentor 
Charles Laymon, Hostler 
sampled and collected field 
data and te. ted for moisture 
waves in soil. 
characterizing the 
:\tmospheric Point .'pread 
Function by analyzing rhe 
images of a square target 
placed on the field near the 
Brookings Airport. :Vlak ing 
the topic understandable to a 
wide audience, Liew said. 
proved very challenging. 
Liew graduated this 
spring. He will begin 
graduate studie in the 
Department of Electrical 
Engineering this fal l .  
• OEM Worldwide 
demonstrates 
SurvivaLink for 
students 
Students enrolled in Biomedical 
I nstrumentarion and Electrical Safety, an 
electrical engineering course, recently 
got a glimpse of just how they can apply 
their knowledge once they enter the 
working world. 
On April 24, students in EE 454 
witnessed first hand the workings of 
SurvivaLink, an automated external 
defibrillator designed and built by OEM 
Worldwide, a contract medical 
engineering company located in 
Watertown, South Dakota. Mark Jones, a 
test development engineer with the 
company, and Art Fisher, a project 
engineer and graduate student in the 
course, performed the demonstration . 
The presentation was a perfect 
complement to the course, said Lewis 
Brown, associate professor and head of 
the Electrical Engineering Depa1tment. 
"One topic we discuss in class is 
defibri l lators and devices for monitoring 
the heart ,"  Brown said. "This gives us a 
first-hand demonstration of a cutting­
edge product that does those things . "  
Ideal for  first-responding personnel 
from fire and police departments, 
airl ines, large corporations and other 
companies, SurvivaLink is a small unit 
designed for use on victim of heart 
attack. The system uses large area 
electrodes, placed on the chest, to 
monitor heart activity, physiological 
conditions and body impedance to 
determine if electrical shocks are 
required. If they are, it can deliver 
those, as well .  
Since i t  came off the assembly l ine 
last June, SurvivaLink has been 
Students • 
growing in popularity thanks to its l ife­
saving properties. 
The demonstration of SurvivaLink, 
Brown said, also helps demonstrate the 
types of opportunities available to 
engineers in South Dakota. 
Brown said the visit by OEM 
Worldwide a lso aids the College of 
Engineering in fulfi!J ing a very important 
mission. "Visits like this help open up 
channels of  communication with eastern 
South Dakota companies doing high­
tech engineering work," he said, 
''Which fits perfectly into our mission 
of developing relationships with 
regional industry." 
OEM Worldwide, a division of 
A ZA, employs 1 20 people at its 
headquarters in Watertown. The 
company also has plants in Spearfish, 
and Davison, N.C. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
College of Engineerin_p's 1 998- 1 999 Open Scholars/Jip Awards for 
Black Hills C.Orporation Scholarship ($300) 
Heather Clausen (CE) 
James Sullivan (CE) 
Jacob Weaver (EE) 
Dan Bocklund Scholarship ($1,500) 
Scocr A. Nedved (AE) 
E. L Buckley Memorial Scholarship ($6oO) 
Teresa Kub (CE) 
Robe11 Young (ME) 
K. Marvin Bue Engineering Scholarship ($1,250) 
Trent Bruce (CE) 
Corey Halstead (EP & EE) 
Scocr Van Meeteren ( EET) 
F. 0. Buder Scholarship ($750) 
Macrhew Asche (EE & EP) 
Jesse Colwell (CE) 
Dwight Deuel (ME & Math) 
Nathan Nearman (ME) 
Denis Paquette (EP) 
C.Onsulting Engineers Council Scholarship ($500) 
Frederick Brooks (CE) 
Crothers Engineering Scholarship ($900) 
Anthony Harrell (EP & EE) 
Daktronics Native American Scholarship ($500) 
Jason Boomer (CE) 
Michelle Knuppe (EP) 
Everett Dunn Scholarship ($850) 
Patrick Lacher (ME) 
Robe11 Lacher (ME) 
Students 
Errol EerNisse Scholarship ($1,000) 
Jason Brnnds (EE) 
Joe Mutschler (AE) 
William & Dedra Rae Gamble Scholarship ($1, 100) 
Welly Wai Chou (EE) 
Kenneth Hayter Scholarship ($500) 
Aaron Tonsager (ME) 
Leroy Herther Scholarship ($500) 
Michael Keller (CM) 
Eugene B. Hunt Scholarship in Engineering ($1,000) 
William Parsons (CE) 
James & Martha Keen Scholarship ($250) 
Michelle Kelly (ME & EP) 
Mangels-Jensen ($2,000) 
Gary Homola (ME) 
Wilton McKown Scholarship ($6oO) 
Gregory Guyer (AE) 
Jason Kautz (EE) 
JoAnn Lanoue (CE) 
Ron R. Reed Memorial Scholarship ($500) 
Mathew Klein (EE) 
Brede &: Siri Sander Family Scholarship ($800) 
Barry Koepsell (ME) 
Halvor c_ & Bolleta Solberg ($750) 
Steven Myer (CE) 
Jonathan Roehr! (AE) 
S.D. Engineering Society NE Chapter Scholarship ($500) 
Jessica Berens (ME) 
Leslie Flemming (ME & EP) 
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• Alumni 
Today I 'm a receiver expert, no matter 
the application, but I was fortunate 
enough to work with experts, and 
learn from them . I didn 't know 
anyth ing about receivers before. 
- A j. Van Dierendonck 
A systems 
engineer since 
1965, Van 
Dierenclonck 
credits his 
contact with 
experts for 
helping him 
get where he 
is today. 
Van 
Dierenclonck's 
acquired 
knowledge of 
GPS receivers 
over the years. Perhaps one of the most 
exciting was a two-year stint with lnmarsat, 
an international consortium for satellite 
communications, that required Van 
Dierendonck to relocate to London, 
England, for two year . 
That trans-Atlantic experience would 
eventually provide new opportunities for 
Van Dierendonck, who now owns his 
own company, A] Systems, located in 
Sil icon Valley. 
A.]. 
Van Dierendonck 
eventually led 
him to develop 
different ways 
of improving 
Van Dierendonck has been honored 
several times during his professional career. 
He received the 1997 Thomas L. Thurlow 
Award for outstanding contributions to the 
science of navigation, and in 1993 was 
given the Institute of Navigation Satellite 
Division's Johannes Kepler Award, which 
honors outstanding contributors to satellite 
navigation. He earned the Institute of I n 1 974, a chance introduction to a new world of engineering helped one alumnus establish a successful career 
that grows more challenging and 
interesting every year. 
"I ended up in the field of the global 
po itioning system (GPS) by accident, 
really," said A.]. Van Dierendonck '61 , an 
electrical engineering graduate. "A pal of 
mine from graduate school at Iowa State 
University recommended me for a job with 
a company in California that was 
expanding into GPS. I was working for 
Honeywell in Minneapolis at the time, 
temporarily in southern California, but I 
went ahead and interviewed for the job, 
and got it. I was excited because it gave 
me a job in San Diego, so I didn't have to 
go back to the cold country." 
Thus was the beginning of a career that 
turned in to much more than a reprieve 
from northern winters. It's a career tha 
even after more than two decades, continues 
to provide Van Dierendonck the opportunity 
to learn new things. 
"GPS technology crosses so many 
disciplines. It's amazing," Van Dierendonck 
admits. "Even twenty-five years later, there 
is always something new to learn. I'm 
never bored." 
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GPS technology. While consulting to 
NovAtel, Inc., a Canadian company, he 
was coinventor of narrow correlator 
technology, which has been instrumental 
in proving the worth of GPS in precision 
landing applications, including the FAA's 
National Satellite Test Beel and various 
other test programs. The technology, 
which also mitigates multipath errors, is 
now standard for many high-end 
precision receivers. 
Since 1991 Van Dierenclonck has been 
the senior general partner in GPS Sil icon 
Valley, a pa1tnership formed for the 
development of a GPS/GIC receiver that 
tracks all GPS satellites as well as the 
lnmarsat-2 satellite transponder. For seven 
years he acted as co-chair for a Radio 
Technical Commission in Aeronautics 
(RTCA) working grC?up, responsible for 
generating the minimum operating 
performance standards for avionics 
equipment using GPS, and he has 
played a leading role in drafting the 
minimum operational performance 
standards for the GPS Wide Area 
Augmentation System (WAAS). 
Van Dierendonck's involvement in 
GPS technology has brought him a variety 
of interesting employment opportunities 
avigation Burka Award for best journal 
article for the year 1992-93, the Stanford 
Telecom Technical Prize for the 
development of Satellite Re eiver Digital 
Processing Techniques, and the Honeywell 
H.W. Sweat Outstanding Engineering 
Achievement Award. 
Van Dierendonck returned to campus 
this summer, where he presented an open 
forum discussion on technology for 
students and faculty. Though he doesn't 
get back very often, he still feels closely 
connected to SDSU. 
"I went to graduate school at Iowa 
State University, but I don't have the same 
connection there, as I do here," Van 
Dierendonck said. "I had lots of friends at 
SDSU, some that I still stay in touch with. I 
just formed a real bond here." 
Van Dierendonck and his wife, 
Marcene, a native of the Colton-Dell Rapids 
area, reside in Los Altos, California, and 
have three grown son . 
Van Dierendonck currently logs more than 100,000 
air miles every year as a consultant to companies 
and organizations around the world, such as 
Toshiba, lnmarsat, NovAtel Inc., Daimler-Benz 
Aerospace and Stanford University. 
Gifts to the College of Engineering 
Current Gifts: Endowed Gifts: 
Academic D ivisions $268,945.66 
1 1 0.00 
3,81 0.00 
54,755.00 
34,672 .50 
2 ,745.00 
1 ,800,562 .50 
254,060. 1 4* 
Academic D ivisions 
Faculty & Staff Development 
Research 
Property, Bldgs, & Equ ipment 
Scholarships 
Other restricted purposes 
Capital Gifts 
Transfers from other funds 
Faculty & Staff Development 
Research 
Property, Bldgs, & Equipment 
Scholarsh ips 
Other restricted purposes 
Capital G ifts 
Transfers from other funds 
Total current g ifts i n  1 997 $2 ,41 9,660.80 Total cu rrent gifts in 1 997 
*Interest generated from Endowed Scholarship Dollars 
Dean's 
Contributions 
made to the 
Greater State Fund 
January 1 ,  1 997 -
June 22, 1 998 
Support from alumni, 
corporate donors, and friends 
has come to be essential to 
institutions of higher 
education. 
Contributions have made 
possible the development of 
activities that have won 
recognition for the SDSU 
College of Engineering as 
one of the nation's leaders in 
engineering education. 
We have benefited, 
and those who have been 
generous in their gifts share 
with us the satisfaction that 
comes from achievements of 
our faculty and students. 
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Daniel A. Schulte '86 
Diane L. chulte ·97 
Jean M. Schulte '94 
Joe Schulte '87 
1ary L. Schulte '86 
Rejean Schulte '62 
Richard J. Schulte '62 
Thomas J. Schulte ·90 
Bradley D. Schultz '77 
James R. Schultz '73 
Janet R. Schultz '75 
Laurie A. Schultz '79 
Steven H .  chultz '70 
Tami L. Schultz 
Tammy L. Schultz '92 
Ted F. Schultz '95 
Barry ) .  Schulz "88 
Roxanne R. Schulz "86 
Lawrence F. 
Schumaker ·50 
John F. Schuman '72 
Lenny W. Schuman '86 
James M. Schurr ·57 
James L. Schurz '61 
Phyllis A. Schurz "61 
David R. Schwaning '79 
Heraldine Schwartz '50 
Lorrie Schwartz 
Lorrin H. Schwartz '50 
Wendell E. Schwartz '51  
Bill Schwartz '67 
Patrick G. 
Schwebach '94 
William F. 
Schwiesow '50 
Roland D. Schwitters '65 
Clara D. Scott '33 
David R. Scott '72 
Gary ].  Scott '67 
Jane Scott '74 
Darrell B. Searls '49 
Laura G. Searls '49 
Alanna D. Seefeldt '97 
Marlene K. 
Seeklander '92 
Mark R. Sehr '87 
Eugene R. Seiler '50 
Ali Selim 
Salwa Selim 
Jon G. Selken '83 
Duane F. Sellner '79 
Charles D. Semmler 74 
Joseph H. Senden '70 
Paul J. Sentieri '87 
Lynn G. Seppala '68 
Julie A. Serlet '74 
Michael G. Serlet '74 
Timothy D. Serlet '72 
David V. Serreyn '70 
Roben R. Sestak '60 
M. David Seversky '62 
Bradley E. Severson '88 
Donald H. Severson '62 
Donald L. Severson '77 
Paul S. Severson '77 
Wayne ].  everson '56 
Donald M. evertson ·49 
Carol M. Sevier 'S7 
George A. Sexton '53 
Marjorie M. Sexton '54 
Ann L. Seymour '59 
Leslie H. Seymour '59 
W. Joe Sharp '85 
Douglas S. Sharpe '42 
Jeffry W. Shea '82 
Le Roy D. Shea '70 
john E. Sheets '82 
Ruth E. Sheet.' '82 
William C. 
Shelbourn '7 I 
Todd J. Sheldon '84 
Craig A. Sherman '77 
Douglas A. Sherman '88 
William B. Sherman '74 
Bradley ). Shoup '94 
Allan L. Shumaker '91 
Glenda R. Sidler '59 
Laverne L. Sidler '61 
Daryl J. iebens ·59 
Douglas ) .  Sieberg '79 
Michael L. ieberg ·so 
Kristi Siegel Abouissa 
Calvin E. Siegel '78 
Tom J. Sieh '88 
Daniel J. Sieve ·s-
Gene M. Sieve '90 
Richard E. Sievert '59 
Arden B. Sigl '67 
Lavonne Sig! 
Patrick B. Sig! '92 
Marc K. Sikkink '95 
Leon F. Silberberger '34 
Verna Silberberger '34 
Thomas L. Silver '74 
John F. Simmons '84 
Betty ). Simon '65 
John H. Simon '61 
William j .  Simunek '60 
Lynn and Pamela 
Sinness 
Richard C. Sinnett '59 
Mark A. Sippel '75 
Walter M. Sippel '85 
Donna Sisk '62 
Lori L. Sisk '91 
Michael G. Sisk '62 
Steve C. Sisk '91 
Agnes Sisson 
Lowell Sisson '40 
Ardell V. Siverhus '64 
Wallace V. Skage '52 
Kevin ). Skalla '85 
Patrick W. Skelly '80 
Douglas M. Skie 70 
Rodney A. Skjonsby '56 
Karen L. Skog tad '90 
Keith L. Skogstad '86 
Cristopher .J. 
Skonard '90 
Julie B. Skonard '91 
Wayne L. Skow '40 
Robert W. Slade '70 
A. Lowell Slyter 
Duane N. Smedsrud '76 
V. Dean Smeins ''7 
Amy L. Smith '90 
Charles ) .  Smith '89 
Craig D. Smith '60 
Deane C. Smith '87 
Dianne E. Smith '89 
Ernest R. Smith 'S3 
Francis E. Smith ·so 
James W. Smith '52 
Jane M. Smith "83 
john L. Smith '70 
Joseph C. Smith '82 
Jo ephine Smith '48 
Karen G. Smith '78 
Kathy G. Smid1 '69 
Kristi A. Smith '89 
Lany ).  Smith '60 
Mark A. Smid1 '88 
Mary K. Smith ·so 
Michael 0. Smith '78 
Michael P. Smith '92 
Ray E. Smid1 ·49 
Rebecca A mith '87 
Robert C. Smith "49 
Spencer R. Smith ·49 
Travis C. Sm id1 '96 
V.J. Smith '7S 
Rohen D. 'napp '70 
Herny W . .  nell 
Jason P. Snell '96 
Eiben M. Snethen '38 
Roben S. Snoozy '69 
Teresa .J. Sno zy '70 
Alan ). Snorteland '64 
Russell A. Snyder '50 
Mark A. Solberg '97 
Merlyn S. Solberg '71 
Virginia S. Solberg '71 
Lyle D. Solem '59 
Arvin ]. Solsaa '83 
Jerald ]. Sornsen '90 
Timothy L. Sonne 'S5 
Lora M. Sopkowiak '96 
Ronald C. Soren ·59 
Jerry Sorensen 
Mark Sorensen '96 
Kad1leen E. 
Sorenson '7 3 
Rick A. Sorenson 'SO 
Wally B. Sorenson '74 
Robert D. Sorum '64 
Donald T. Sours '44 
Laura L. Sowell 'SO 
William A. Sowell '80 
Barbara ] .  Spahr '67 
Ronald W. Spahr '66 
Estel A. Sparks '30 
Kenneth H. Spies '37 
Daniel A. Spilde '75 
Carol ]. Spomer '56 
Harvey A. pomer '61 
Jeffrey L. pomer '81 
James K. Spoon '95 
Roger B. St. john '4 1 
Kenneth H. Stacey '63 
Marlene M. Stacey '63 
Dennis D. Stachour '69 
Margaret Stachour 73 
Dave A. Stadheim '71 
Thomas P. Staebell '72 
William D. Staebell '73 
Wyatt K. Stahl '81 
Angela R. Stampe 'S2 
James B. tampe '90 
Jody M. Stampe '90 
Scott J. Stampe '80 
Dennis C. Stanga '58 
Donald W. Stanga '60 
Nancy A. Stanga 
Gerald L. Stanley '65 
Chris J. tark ·91 
Bernadine M. Starken 
George M. Starken '60 
David L. Stauffer ·64 
Helen \I. tavig '66 
Vernon E. 
Stedronsky ·54 
Gary L. Steen '72 
Loren M. Steenson 74 
Susan ]. Steenson '76 
Pamela J. Stefanich "87 
Tim Stefanich "86 
Dane T. , teffen '95 
Roy A. Steffen "62 
Michael W. Stegeman '68 
Nadine 1-1. Steichen ·s9 
Trent E. Steichen "87 
Tracy .J .  Steiger '89 
Kathy D. Stenberg '89 
Kent A. Stenberg 'S5 
Paul V. Stensland 71 
Donald ). Stenzel '83 
Wallace R. Stern '60 
Francis Stern-
Montagny "49 
Mark T. Sternhagen '86 
Dale M. Stevens '62 
Martha N. Stevens '85 
Todd R. Stevens '86 
Douglas P. Stewart '91 
Wayne A. Stewart '5 1 
Kevin J Stilson '95 
Timothy A. Stocking '83 
Max J. Stodolski '61 
Barbara L. Stoebner '7S 
Lloyd E. Stoebner '66 
Richard A. Stoebner '78 
Craig W. Stoermer ·n 
Terrance L. 
Stofferahn '72 
Gerald D. Stoick '60 
Randall ). Stoick '84 
Tenison A. Stone '97 
Scott B. Stoneall '93 
James T. Stoner '38 
Brad D. Storm '97 
Beth L. Stormo 'S7 
Junis 0. Starry '42 
Patrick R. Story '94 
Angela A. Stotesbery '95 
Wayne A. Srowsand '86 
Connie L. Strahl '90 
Kevin A. Strahl '91 
Delbert M. trand '60 
William ). Strandell '76 
Lois M. Stratmoen '63 
Noel E. Stratmoen '63 
P. Anne Straw '53 
Donald ). Streseman '60 
Gary E. Stribley "SS 
Kenneth E. Strobel '52 
Daniel J. Strohfus '84 
Richard F. 
Strohmeier '59 
Oren G. Strom '53 
).D. Stroschine '94 
Shannen P. 
Strnckman '93 
Shauna M Strnckman '95 
Roben G. Stubbe '76 
Sharon A. Stubbe '77 
David W. Stubben '65 
Gladys D. Stubben '67 
Duane H. Stuerman '61 
Daryl E. Sturm '80 
Amy J. Sudbeck '96 
Bradley J. Sudbeck '94 
Brian W. Sudman ·s3 
Duane W. Sudman '57 
Gail Sudman '57 
James L. Suhr "62 
John P. Sumner '67 
Jamie S. Sumners '88 
Jon D. Sunde '64 
Daty! Sundermeyer 
Richard A. Svanda '68 
Duane ). Sveum '60 
Aaron A. Swan '62 
Kenneth A. wanda '80 
Dale L. Swanson 72 
Fred E. Swanson '93 
Howard L. Swanson '86 
Leonard F. Swanson '5 1 
Mary E. Swanson "87 
Richard D. Swanson '62 
R. Pete Swanson ·59 
Constance Swarthout '71 
Douglas L. Swartout '86 
Kendall j .  Swedeen '79 
Brian R. Sweeney '72 
William ). Sweetman 'S5 
Jonathan M. 
Swenson '84 
LaDell R. Swiden '62 
Thomas R. Sydow '85 
Charles L. Sykora '92 
Cheryl L. Sykora '83 
Joseph H. Sykora '90 
Bradley L. Sylliaasen '92 
Robert B. Szrot 'S9 
Dale W. Tabbert ·95 
Jamie L. Tabbert '96 
Susan M. Taecker '96 
Eugene A. Tagtow '6 1 
Cindy Taylor '71 
Dennis A. Taylor '69 
Douglas R. Taylor '87 
Karen L. Taylor '89 
Manin L. Taylor '32 
Steven W. Taylor '85 
Kevin G. TeBeest '81 
Kenned1 L. TeKrony '65 
Chad A. Teply '93 
Shoua Thao '93 
Susan L. Thelen 73 
Thomas L. Thelen '72 
Kent R. Thielen '86 
Steve J. Thielsen '95 
Lee E. Thole '97 
Helen S. Thomas '47 
Jonathan W. Thomas '88 
Loy! R. Thomas '48 
Ralph S. Thomas '7 1 
Roger W. Thomas '71 
Betty A. Thompson '74 
Crystal A. 
Thompson '92 
john R. Thompson 
Keith B. Thompson 'S5 
Lany 0. Thompson '73 
M. Clark Thompson 72 
Robe1t W. 
Thompson '76 
Ryan C. Thompson '91 
teven J .  Thompson 'S2 
Susan K. Thompson '78 
Kelly D. TI1oreson '82 
Eilene J. 
Thormodsgard '68 
Paul E. 
Thormodsgard '68 
Gordon S. 
Thorsvold "67 
Leslie A. Thorsvold '68 
Jeff W. Thue '94 
Monte E. Time '79 
Roger A. Thue ·ss 
Jim M. Thune ·so 
Andrew G. Thurston '64 
Robert L. Tibbits '68 
.Julie M. Tibke '92 
Dale R. Tidemann 'S9 
L1rry .J .  Tidemann '70 
Toni L. Tidemann '88 
Robert ). Tillma '64 
Mike Tilly ·94 
Charles A. Tiltrum '72 
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Karon K. Tiltnim Jodene R. Van Dam '84 Anthony T. Voell '66 Howard M. Way "i3 Scot Wieseler '83 Terry ). Wolf ·94 
Michael C. Tiltnim ·90 Lowell A. John S. Voelsch '86 Thomas L. Weaver '60 Charles R. Wieting '63 Dorotha Wolfe '35 
hana L. Tiltrnm '91 Van Den Berg '60 Cathrene M. Voelzke '66 William A.  Weaver '58 Kathryn Wieting '63 Emerson Wolfe '34 
Kenneth A. Max E. Van Den Berg '66 Vernon P. Voelzke '72 Gayla D. Weber 78 Mel Wieting '80 John W. Wolfe ·39 
Timmerman '92 ona M. Joseph P. Vogel '58 Brian S. Webster '95 Rosemary Wieting '82 Matha Wolfe 
Francis Ting Van Den Berg '55 Rodney H. Volk '63 Jessi<.'a J Webster ·95 A. Gerald Wigdahl '61 Walter L. Wolles '62 
Kevin L. Tjoland '84 Todd L. Van Diepen '86 Burton ).  Volkers '81 Denni, R. Weeks '6 1 Bradley W. Wiitala '82 Glen R. Wollman '65 
Thomas ) .  Tobias '55 A.). Van Dierendonck '61 June L. Volkers '80 Marie E. Weeks '62 Donald K. Wika '52 Marian Wollman 
Patrick A. Tobin 76 Charles E. J�1111es Voll 76 Dale A. Weeldreyer '70 Diane M. Wilaby '82 Steve Wolterstorff '87 
Daniel H. Tobkin '76 Yan Eeckhout '58 Rebecca B. Voll '74 Lynn A. Wegehaupt 70 Archie D. Wilcox '53 Charles J .  Wondra '48 
Richard C. Todaro '60 Richard L. Yan Hatten '73 James R. Volz '7 1 Jerry G. Wein '7'i Doniese M. Wilcox '76 Wayne M. Woodfork '59 
Tracy ).  Tofflemire '65 Wendy A. Yan Hatten '74 Marilyn ).  Volz '73 Patricia A. Wein '77 Ethel H. Wilcox Charles .J - Woods '62 
Edmund W. Toge! '89 Lawrence ). Van Hout '80 Kenneth A. Vortherms '85 Bob K Weir '95 James C. Wilcox '76 Orpha G. Woods '58 
Jonathan L. Tolsted1 '88 Gale D. Yan Hull '70 Tamara L. Vortherms '91 Immanuel Weise ·94 Ross K. Wilcoxon '86 Edna M. Woodworth '73 
Donald D. Tomac 72 Wesley K. David A. Vosika '85 Teresa Weise '94 Jack W. Wild '48 Greg A. Woodworth '74 
Nader Tomasbi '82 Yan urden '82 Conrad L. Waby '56 Ann Weismantel 76 Robert A. Wiles '57 William Woodworth ·53 
Vicki L. Tomasbi '82 Roy E. Van Orman '75 David C. Wade ·90 Mark M. Weismantel '76 Yer Dell R. Wiles '56 Barbara A. Woolworth 
Paul E. Tommeraasen '50 George H. Elizabeth A. Brian Weiss '94 Barbara M. Wilkens '52 Dona Id ) .  Woolworth '57 
Michael W. Torreson Van Scharrel '51 Wadhams '80 Lawrence L. Weiss '63 John M. Wilkens '66 Glenn ) .  Worden '35 
Dick A. Trapp '76 Gustav N. Richard A. Wadhams ·so Richel A. Weiss ·95 Paul C. Wilkens '69 Jason E. Wormstadt '94 
France C. Trapp Van Steenberg '57 Loren B. Wagenaar '65 David L. Weisz '83 Robert A. Wilkens '51  Renee ). Wormstadt '97 
Kathy M. Trapp '78 Gary L. YanDeStouwe ·91 Charles L. Waggoner '6 1 Mark ). Weisz '93 Susan R. Wilkens '71 Le Roy S. Woznak ·59 
Lansford E. Trnpp '48 Dean L. VanDeWiele ·93 Dennis L. Wagner '72 Dougla J. Weiszhaar '72 Gina L. Will '93 Mark M. Wright '82 
Leesa Trapp Kelly S. VanDeWiele '91 Robe1t ).  Wagner, Jr. '91 Nancy K. Weiszhaar '72 Nathen A. Will '92 Chun Y. Wu '70 
Paul E. Trnpp '77 Gregory D. Vanasse '91 Marlin L. Wagner '60 James R. Welbig '86 David L. Willard '69 Harriett R. Wyland '49 
Arthur D. Trautman '58 Glen E. Vanden Berg ·52 Michael ). Wagner '84 Brian D. Welch '94 Kathy Willard '70 James W. Wyland '50 
Butch Trebesch '87 Phyllis A. Donald G. Wahlstrom '52 Gregg A. Welch '89 Mary J. Willard '61 Kenneth D. Wyman '51 
Ronald D. Trebesch '88 Yanden Berg '52 Efie Wahlstrom '87 Judy I. Welch '92 M. James Willard '61 Dwaine H .  Wynia '61 
Harlin ) .  Trefz '66 Gerald L. Ramona Wahlstrom '49 Michael R. Welch '72 Kathleen E. Willcuts '81 Helen Brooks Yetter '55 
Vernon L. Trimble '63 Vanden Bosch '66 Stacey A. Wahlstrom '86 jay M. Wempe '86 Robert K. Willcuts '82 L. Keith Yetter '54 
Robert F. Troemel '59 Allen M. Vandenhoek '65 Stuart A. Wahlstrom '84 teve R. Wenande '94 Leonard R. Willett '47 Albert L. Yocom '59 
Todd P. Trooien '83 Scott A. Addie M. Waits '81 John E. Wendt '43 Dora M. Williams Donna Yocom 
Brian ]. Troth '91 Yander Heiden '% Randy J .  Waits '80 Yan Weng '94 Hank Williams '55 Kenneth L. Yocom 
Curtis A. Trudeau '75 Scott E. DavKl ) .  Waldner '90 Dianna L. Wennblom '95 Kristi J. Williams ·94 La Verne ) .  Yocom '61 
John . True '82 Vander Meulen '94 Steve M. Waldner '92 Swen W. Wennblom '77 Perry W. Williams '39 Raymond R. Yocom '59 
oel D. Trnsty '72 Russell K. Yander Pol '89 Ardis M. Walin Krista K. Wenzel '87 Sidney P. Williamson '65 Gregg ]. Yonkovich '84 
Joan S. Trygstad '76 Cathy Don R. Walin '4 1 Lawrence M. Wergin '61 Harry W. Willmott '66 SueAnn P. Yonkovich 
Lynette L. Trygstad '76 Yander Wal-Rounds 7  Eugene K. Walker '92 Hal D. Werner '69 David G. Wilson '56 Beverly D. York '58 
Carol ]. Tschakert '69 James W. Kathryn A. Walker '81 LeAnn C. Werner '70 Karla R. Wilson Dennis ). York '60 
jay A. Tschetter '91 Yander Woude '61 Kathy A. Walker '91 Anne K. Werpy '93 Kentner B. Wilson '51  Jo Etta D. ounger '83 
Lois J. Tschetter '74 Carol A. Vanderzee '90 Richard C. Walker '54 Jason W. Werpy '93 Larry T. Wilson '92 Scott M. Youngman '88 
Wesley G. Tschetter '69 Darrel Vanderzee '83 David J. Walkes '74 Todd L. Westberg '89 Russell L. Wilson '58 Emmanual K. Yuh '87 
Kevin K. Tullis '91 Jan Vandever Mary C. Walkes '74 David C. Westbrock '64 Bonita Winter '68 Clarence Zacher 
Burton E. Tulson '70 Charles E. Yaselaar '66 Edward ]. Wallner '86 Ralph E. Western '48 Janice Winter '62 Linda E. Zacher '70 
Jon ) .  Tunheim '87 Donna ) . Yaselaar '67 John P. Wallner '84 Clarence A. Westlund '51 Marlyn W. Winter '62 Richard A. Zacher '90 
Marcia A. Tunheim '87 Gregory A. Vaselaar '83 Leann F. Walls '77 Rolland 0. Westra '59 Verne ) .  Winter '67 Gary L. Zaiser '57 
Gilbert P. Tupper '49 Barbara C. Vea I '84 Robert W. Walstrom '69 Kenneth N. Weybright 79 Darin K. Winterton ·91 Mary ) .  Zanter '91 
Jacqueline Tupper '56 Boyd W. Veal '59 olveig A. Walstrom Sandra A. Whalen '90 Kevin T. Winterton '81 Robert M. Zavadil '82 
Richard ).  Tupper '56 Donald L. Veal '53 Jeffrey A. Waltz '83 Shawn M. Whalen '91 Bryan T. Wipf '94 Helen K. Zebarth '62 
David B. Turner '84 Mike ). Veal '85 Rex P. Waltz '40 Clifford M. Wheeler '62 Dennis C. Wipf '71 Roger L. Zebarth '59 
Stev n G. Turner '77 James A. Vellenga '57 Ruth Waltz Douglas M. Wheeler '85 Joel D. Wipf '89 Gary F. Zellmer '64 
Michael P. Twedt '92 Kathleen Vellenga '57 Wayne W. Waltz '47 Jay N. Wheeler '84 John M. Wirtz '68 Russell R. Zellmer '92 
Steve C. Tweet '78 Marty ).  Yenner '84 Gavin N. Walz '83 Patricia S. Wheeler '84 Steve M. Wirtz '95 Thomas E. Zender '71 
David F. Tyler '88 Dick H. Ver Heu! '59 Brad W. Wambeke '93 Rodney D. Wheeler '75 Wanda F. Wirtz '69 Harland C. Zenk '59 
Douglas Tyler '64 Richard A. Vetsch '86 Denise M. Wambeke '94 Jeffrey A. White '91 Gordon G. Wiseman '38 Chris J .  Zepp '89 
Minette S. Tyler '86 Nick P. Veverka '76 Scott A. Wambeke '96 Lynn L. White '91 Mavis L. Wiseman '40 Carmen L. Zertle '44 
Donald A. Ufford '87 Lenore F. Vick '38 Stephanie Wambeke '96 Robert A. Whitney '48 Lonnie G. Witham '63 Eugene V. Zettle '44 
Terry S. Uhl '78 Maurice R. Vick '38 Dennis L. Wangsness '66 James H. Wichmann '61 David E. Withee '76 Jian Zhao '94 
Gretchen K. Ulmer '90 Mary B. Victor 75 Carla B. Warfield '48 Hal G. Wick '67 Donna G. Witthuhn '84 Lois A. Ziebol '86 
Karl W. Ulmer '90 Richard D. Victor '76 Shawn M. Kristy ). Wickett '87 Cecelia M. Wittmayer '71 Robert J. Ziebol '86 
Scott D. Ulrich '83 Michael A. Vig '68 Warkenthien '94 Matthew A. Wickett '87 Richard D. Wittmeier '80 Carol A. Zimmer '89 
Joel D. Ulring '85 Robert ]. Vig '63 Nancy M. Warnecke '81 Donald C. Wiebe! '59 Glen Wittrock Dennis ).  Zimmer '89 
Halvor A. Undem '73 Laris A. Vigants '91 Dennis L. Warner '62 Charles D. B. Todd Wohlwend '90 Melvin W. Zimmer '91 
Deanna L. Uphoff '88 Alan C. Vlasman '78 Stan A. Warner '85 Wiedenman '53 Dana M. Wohlwend '95 Stanley ].  Zimmer '47 
James D. Uphoff '85 Cindy ].  Vlasman '77 Bradley S. Warren '82 Douglas M. Scot A. Wolcott '% William E. Zitterich '73 
John V. Uphoff '88 Rodney D. Vlotho '57 Lowell W. Warren '63 Wiedenman '63 Stephanie K. Wolcott '96 Kenneth 0. Zoellner '73 
Cheryl L. Van Beek '91 Daniel P. Vockrodt '84 Patricia Warren Frnnk Wiersma '48 Cyle E. Wold '88 Scott D. Zoellner '88 
Keith A. Van Beek '92 Paula A. Vockrodt '86 Kevin L. Wartier '79 Dale ) .  Wiese '85 Daniel T. Woldt '57 Scott J. Zweep '86 
Gernld L. Van Dam '82 Charles G. Voelker '70 Gordon S. Waxdahl '66 Joan E. Wieseler '82 Michelle L. Wolf '94 
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• Alumni Briefs 
Kenneth Spies '37 writes from Portland, 
Oregon: When I graduated from the 
University in 193 7, Mr. \V. W. Towne was 
both Chief Public Health Engineer for the 
South Dakota State Board of Health and an 
instructo1· in Civil Engineering for the 
University. Upon my graduation, he offered 
me a job as Public Health Engineer for the 
State of South Dakota. In the school year 
1939-1940, Mr. Towne sent me to Harvard 
University, where I earned a Master's 
Degree in Public Health Engineering. 
Shortly thereafter I was offered a job by the 
State of Oregon, where I worked until I 
retired in 1976. 
I had a wonderful career for which 
I am deeply indebted to South Dakota State 
University. I am impressed at how the 
University has grown over the years, and 
I wish you continued success. 
George Starken '60 and his wife, 
Bernadine, own and run a bed and 
breakfast on Maryland's Eastern hore. 
George retired from the Applied Physics 
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University in 
1993. The couple invites all SDS grads 
to vi it their seventy-acre farm. 
Dick Trapp '76 is a the senior military 
division chief of the Sensors Application 
and Demonstration Division, ensors 
Directorate, one of the ten directorates of 
the Air Force Research Lab. Dick lives in 
Beavercreek, Ohio. 
Joel Nelson '81 was promoted to research 
& development lab manager at Prince 
Manufacturing Corp. in July 1997. Prince is 
a manufacturer of hydraulic valves, pumps, 
motor , and cylinders. Joel married in 
August of 1997, and his wife, Kim, is a 
veterinarian. The couple makes their home 
in South Sioux City, ebraska. 
Kim Wachter Dehen '86 and her 
husband, Mark, gave birth to their son, 
Jackson, on February 2, 1 998. Kim is 
employed as a PC analyst. She and her 
family live in orth Mankato, Minnesota. 
Anthony Rieder '89 is currently 
anending the Medical College of 
Wisconsin. His wife, Eileen, is a 
teacher in the ew Berlin school 
district. Anthony and Eileen have a 
on, Jack, born in July 1997. 
Carmen Fink '90 and T. Kevin 
Kasner were married on Janua1y 
10, 1 998, in an Diego. Carmen 
works for John Powell & 
Associates, a consulting civil 
engineering firm. Kevin, a 1994 
SD U graduate (that's an Diego 
rate University!), works for Sweetwater 
Authority, a water d istrict in the an 
Diego region. Carmen and Kevin live in 
an Diego. 
Heather Buchanan '95 is in her third year 
of teaching at Deadwood (S.D.) Middle 
chool. Last summer Heather received her 
middle school endorsement. he is active 
in coaching middle school basketball and 
volleyball,  being a 4-H leader, and selling 
Ma1y Kay skin care products. 
We want to hear from you! 
Have you moved, accepted a new position, gotten married, given talks i n  
your community, received a n  advanced degree, o r  h a d  an addition t o  your 
family? Eve1yone at the College of Engineering and your classmates want 
to know what has been happening with you. 
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